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Introduction 

L e t  G be  a r e d u c t i v e  L ie  g roup  wi th  m a x i m a l  c o m p a c t  subg roup  K. T h e  P a l e y - W i e n e r  

p r o b l e m  is to  c h a r a c t e r i z e  the  image  o f  C~(G) u n d e r  F o u r i e r  t r ans fo rm.  It  tu rns  out  to  

be  m o r e  na tura l  to look  at the  K f ini te  func t ions  in C~(G). This  space ,  w h i c h  we d e n o t e  
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by C~(G, K), is sometimes called the Hecke algebra in analogy with p-adic groups. The 

goal of this paper is to characterize the image of C~(G, K) under Fourier transform. The 

problem was solved for real rank one by Campoli in his thesis [I]. This paper represents 

the generalization of Campoli's results to arbitrary rank. 

I f fE  Cc(G, K) and :r is an irreducible representation of G on a Banach space U~, 

let 

Then 

:r(f) = fcf(x) ~(x) dx. 

:r---> : r ( f)  

is a function whose domain is the set of irreducible representations of G, and which for 

any (:~, U,~) takes values in the space of operators on U,~. The problem is to character- 

ize which functions :r-oF(r)  are of this form. For our introduction we shall fix a 

minimal parabolic subgroup B with Langlands decomposition NoAoM ~. Then we will 

have the (nonunitary) principal series, a family of representations IB(cr, A) of G induced 

from B, indexed by quasi-characters A of A0, and irreducible representations a of  M~. 

By a well known theorem of Harish-Chandra, any :r is equivalent to a subquotient of 

some In(a, A). This means that :r(f) will be completely determined by the map 

f: (a, A)--,fB(o, A) = tB(o, A, s 

We will call f t h e  Fourier transform off .  

What should the image of the Fourier transform be? The function fn(a,A) will 

have to satisfy certain growth conditions. It should also be an entire function of A. 

However, there is another, more complicated condition. It is that any linear relation 

among the matrix coefficients of the representations IB(cr, A) will have also to hold for 

the matrix coefficients of the operators fB(a, A). An adequate understanding of these 

linear relations would include a complete knowledge of all the irreducible subquotients 

of the principal series. Since this is not available, the third condition onfB(a, A) is not 

very explicit. In any case, following [1], we will define PW(G, K) to be the space of all 

functions 

F: (a, A) ~ FB(o, A) 

which satisfy the three conditions above. Then our main result (Theorem 111.4.1) is that 

the map f--*f is a topological isomorphism from C~ K) onto PW(G, K). 
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An interesting consequence of our main result is the construction of an algebra of 

multipliers for C~(G, K). By a multiplier we mean a linear operator C on C~(G, K) such 

that 

C(f . g) = C(f) -~ g = f ..~ C(g) 

for a l l f and  g in C~(G, K). If C is such an operator, and ~t is an irreducible representa- 

tion of G, there will be a scalar C~ such that 

=( c ( f )  ) = C ~ ( f )  , 

for every function fEC~(G,K). In Theorem 111.4.2 we will obtain an algebra of 

multipliers {C} by constructing the corresponding algebra of scalar-valued functions 

{~---,C~}. It is an analogue for real groups of  a result (unpublished) of  I. N. Bernstein, 

in which all the multipliers for the Hecke algebra of a p-adic group were constructed. 

We envisage using the theorem in the following way. Suppose that we happened to 

know that a given map 

:r--) F(~r) 

was represented by a function in C~(G, I0. Then we could construct many other maps, 

each also represented by a function in C~(G, K), by taking 

n ~ C~F(n) .  

If one studies the contribution of Eisenstein series to the trace formula, one is 

confronted with this very circumstance. In fact, the trace formula was our original 

motivation for working on the Paley-Wiener problem. In another paper, we will use 

Theorem 111.4.2 to overcome a nasty convergence problem connected with Eisenstein 

series. 

This paper is divided into three chapters. The first chapter is a collection of various 

results which are required for the proof of our main theorem. Much of the chapter 

contains familiar material, and discussion proceeds rather briskly. Chapters II and III 

contain the main body of the proof. It is a question of studying successive residues of 

certain meromorphic functions of A, in the spirit of Chapter 7 of Langlands' treatise 

[11 b] on Eisenstein series. The reader might find it easiest to start this paper at the 

beginning of Chapter II, referring to the sections in Chapter I only as they are needed. 

We shall conclude the introduction by attemting to sketch the salient features of 

the proof of our main theorem. The theorem will actually be proved for C~(G, r), the 
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space of smooth, compactly supported functions which are spherical with respect to a 

two-sided representation, r, of K. Associated to r we have the Eisenstein integral 

En(x,~,A),  xEG, ~Esr  o, AEct~'.c. 

~r is the (finite dimensional) space of ~M0 spherical functions on M01, while a~',c is the 

space of quasi-characters on A0, a complex vector space of dimension n, say. In this 

setting, PW(G, r) will be defined as a certain space of entire functions from a* to Sr 0,C 

The most difficult part of the theorem is to prove surjectivity. Given FEPW(G, r) we 

have to produce a function in C~(G, r). I f f  is such a function, we know from Harish- 

Chandra's Plancherel theorem that there will be a decomposition 

s= s, 

o f f  into components indexed by classes of associated standard parabolic subgroups of 

G. The component from the minimal parabolic subgroup will be 

f 
F~n}(x) = IW01-' / Es(x, ~8(A) F(A), A) dA, x E G, 

3ia 

where/~n(A) is Harish-Chandra's kt function and Wo is the Weyl group of (G, Ao). We 

must somehow construct the other components and the function f. 

Let Ao(B) be the chamber in Ao associated to B. If a EAo(B), En(a, ~,  A) can be 

written as a sum 

Z EBIn, ~(a, ~, A) 
s~ W o 

of functions indexed by the Weyl group. For any s, EBIB,,(., ~ ,  A) is the unique function 

on Ao(B) whose asymptotic expansion has leading term 

(chin(s, A) ~)  (1). a (sA). 6B(a) -I/2, 

where 6n is the modular function of B and chin(s, A) is Harish-Chandra's c function. 

We will extend Enln.,(., ~P, A) to a r spherical function on 

G_ = KAo(B) K, 
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an open dense subset of G. It will then turn out that for FEPW(G, r) and xEG_, 

EBIn, ~(x,/aB(A) F(A), A) = EBIn, l(x, :tB(sA ) F(sA), sA). 

As a function of A this expression will be meromorphic with poles along hyperplanes of 

the form (13, A)=r,  for/~ a root of (G, A0) and r E R (Corollary 1.6.3). We shall also show 

that only finitely many of these poles intersect the negative chamber, -ao*(B), in 

(Lemma 1.5.3). For this introduction, let us assume that none of the poles meet the 

imaginary space ia~. Then for x E G_, 

F~n)(x) = fa~ Esln" l ( x '  F~B(A) F(A), A) dA. 

Let X be a point in general position in the chamber -a~(B) which is far from any of the 

walls. In Theorem II. I. 1 we will show that the function 

F~(x) = l EsIB, I(x,I~n(A)F(A),A)dA, xEG_, 
JX+ia~ 

is supported on a subset of G_ whose closure in G is compact. It will be our candidate 

for f(x). 

The difference 

F"(x)-F~n}(x) 

will be a sum of residues. Each one will be an integral over an affine space Xr+ib, 
where X r E a~ and b is a linear subspace of ct~' of dimension n -1 .  (T will belong to some 

indexing set.) We will group the residual integrals into sums corresponding to the W0- 

orbits among the spaces b. Now for any W0-orbit of spaces b there is an associated 

class ~ of parabolic subgroups of G, of parabolic rank n -  1. We might expect that the 

corresponding sum of residual integrals should equal f~(x). However, to have any hope 

of this we will need to replace each Xr  by a vector which is orthogonal to b. Let Ar  be 

the vector in Xr+  19 which is orthogonal to b. Let F~,(x) be the sum of all the residual 

integrals, taken now over the contour Ar+ib,  for which b belongs to the Wo-orbit 

associated to ~. (Again, we make the simplifying assumption that each residual 

integrand is regular on AT+ib.) Then 

FV(x) - F~B~(x)- Z F~,(x) 
{~:prk ~=  n-I}  
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will be a new sum of  residual integrals, each over an affine space of  dimension n - 2 .  We 

can repeat the process. In the end we will arrive at a formula 

F"(x)= ZF~(x), xEG_, 

where now ~ ranges over all classes of  associated parabolic subgroups. 

The difficulty is that we do not yet know that FV(x) extends from G_ to a smooth 

function on G. Suppose that for every ~ * { G }  the functions F~(x) could be extended 

smoothly to G. We could then use an argument of  Campoli to extend F~'6) to a smooth 

function on G. From this, we would be able to conclude that the function 

F"(x) = Z F~(x) 

belonged to C~(G, r) and that its Fourier transform was the original function F(A). 

Clearly, then, an induction hypothesis is in order. I f P  is any proper, standard parabolic 

subgroup of  G, with Levi component  M, we will assume that our main theorem holds 

for Cc(M, r). In Lemma 111.2.3 we will show that there is a natural injection 

F--,  Fe 

of PW(G, r) into PW(M, r). By induction we will obtain a function F~, in C~(M, r). Let  

At, be the split component  of  P and let at, be the Lie algebra of  Ap. If  2 E ia~ let 

Fe, r be the function which maps any point m E M_ to 

fA Fv {M} (ma) e2(He(ma)) da. P, 
P 

It will extend from M_ to a cuspidal, rM spherical function on M. We would be able to 

establish our main theorem for G if we could prove the formula 

F~(x) = [~l -z Z IW(ae)l-' fEe(x, Izt,(2) Fe, cusp(2), 2) dR, (1) 
P E ~  Jio; 

for any class ~ { G }  and xEG. Indeed, the function on the right is a wave packet of 

Eisenstein integrals and certainly extends to a smooth function on G. We would 

complete the argument as outlined above. 

However this last formula turns out to be quite difficult. It hinges on a recent 
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theorem of Casselman. Let gM be the algebra of left and right invariant differential 

operators on M. In Chapter I, w 7 we will define a space M(M_, 3) of ~ - f i n i t e ,  rM- 

spherical functions on M_. (It seems likely that it is the space of all such functions.) 

M(M_, r) will contain Mcu~p(M, r), the space of functions which extend to cuspidal, 

Ae invariant functions on M. The essence of Casselman's theorem is that the Eisen- 

stein integral Ee(x, q~, 2), defined by Harish Chandra for q0 E Mcusp(M, r), can actually 

be extended to the space M(M_, 3). Then 

Ee(x, qg,2), xEG_, ~.Ea~. c, tpE~(M_,r)~ 

becomes a meromorphic function of )!. with values in the space of linear maps from 

~t(M_, 3) to ~t(G_, r). We will state Casselman's theorem formally in Chapter II, w 4. 

Then, in w 5 of the same chapter, we derive some consequences of the theorem. It turns 

out that all of the J, c and/~ functions, defined by Harish-Chandra in [7 e] as linear maps 

on ~tcusp(M, r), can also be extended to the space ~(M_, 3). In particular the map 

~p ---~ Ee(x,/~p(2) q0, 2) 

can be defined for ~0E ~(M_, 3). This will allow us, in Theorem I1.7.1, to prove a 

version of the formula (1). We will then combine it with the induction hypothesis in 

Chapter III to establish the main theorem. 

A number of authors have proved Paley-Wiener theorems for particular classes of 

groups. The case of SL2(R) was solved by Ehrenpreis and Mautner [5 a], [5 b]. For the 

K bi-invariant functions on a general group the main problem was solved by Helgason 

[8 a], [8 b] and Gangolli [6]. They developed techniques which allowed for changes of 

contours of integration. To them is due the analysis on which sections 1.5 and II.1 of 

this paper are based. The case of K bi-invariant functions is simplified by the fact that 

no residues are encountered during the necessary contour changes. Further results in 

this direction were later obtained by Helgason [8 c], [8 d]. We have already mentioned 

Campoli's contribution [1] for groups of real rank one. A Paley-Wiener theorem for 

complex semisimple groups was announced by Zelobenko in [14]. More recently, 

Delorme [4] established a Paley-Wiener theorem for any groups with one conjugacy 

class of Cartan subgroups. His techniques are algebraic in nature, and are completely 

different from ours. Finally, Kawazoe [10a], [10b] made significant progress in han- 

dling the residues on groups of rank greater than one. In particular, he established the 

main theorem for the group SU(2, 2). 

I am indebted to W. Casselman for many enlightening discussions. His theorem, 
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which is crucial for this paper, will be described in the forthcoming paper [2 b]. I would 

also like to thank N. Wallach for conversations on asymptotic expansions and J. 

Millson for telling me of some of Campoli's results. 

Notational conventions: If H is any Lie group, we will denote the real Lie algebra of H 

by Lie (H), and universal enveloping algebra of Lie (h0|  by ~//(H). 

Our method for cross reference is as follows. Theorem 111.4.2 means Theorem 2 of 

Section 4 of Chapter III. However, we will omit the numbers of chapters when 

referring to lemmas, theorems or formulas of a current chapter. 

Chapter I 

w 1. The group G 

Suppose that G is a reductive Lie group, with a fixed maximal compact subgroup K. 

We shall assume that G and K satisfy the general axioms of Harish-Chandra [7 e, w 3]. 

Then both G and its Lie algebra can be equipped with an involution 0 as in [7e, w 3]. 

Any parabolic subgroup P of G has a decomposition P=NeMe, where Ne is the 

unipotent radical of P and Mp is a reductive subgroup of G which is stable under 0 

([7e, w 4]). We shall call Me the Levi component of P; we shall say that any group is a 

Levi subgroup (of G) if it is the Levi component of a parabolic subgroup of G. 

Suppose that M, c M  are two Levi subgroups of G. We shall denote the set of Levi 

subgroups of M which contain M,  by A~ Let us also write ~ ( M , )  for the set of 

parabolic subgroups of M which contain M,,  and ~ ( M , )  for the set of groups in 

~W(M,) for which M,  is the Levi component. Each of these three sets is finite. If 

M=G we shall usually denote the sets by &a(M,), ~r'(M,) and ~(M,). (In general, if a 

superscript M is used to denote the dependence of some object in this paper on a Levi 

subgroup, we shall often omit the superscript when M=G.) If R E ~ ( M , )  and 

Q E ~9(M), we will let Q(R) denote the unique group in :~(M,) which is contained in Q. 

For the rest of this paper, Mo will denote a fixed minimal Levi subgroup of G. If 

M E A~ let MK=M fl K. For induction arguments it will often be necessary to apply 

the notation and results of this paper to the group M. This poses no problem, for the 

triplet (M, KM, Mo) satisfies the same hypotheses as (G, K, Mo). 

Suppose that M is a group in A~ Let AM be the split component of M ([7 e, 

w 3]), and set aM=Lie (AM), the Lie algebra of AM. Then aM is canonically isomorphic 

with 

Horn (X(M), R), 
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where X(M) is the group of all continuous homomorphisms from M to R*. As usual, we 

define a surjective homomorphism 

by setting 

H M :  M---~ I:t M 

e (H~(m)'x) = [z(m)l, z E X ( M ) ,  m E M .  

(In case M=M0, we shall always write ao=aMo, Ao=AMo and Ho=HMo.)In general, M is 

the direct product of the kernel of HM, which we denote by M l, and AM. Suppose that 

2 is an element in a* the complexification of the dual space of aM. Then ~ defines M,C' 

quasi-characters 

and 

H---* 2(H), HEaM, 

a--~ a "~, a E AM, 

on each of the abelian groups tIM and A M. They are related by 

a "~ = e "~(HM(a)), a ~ A M. 

Suppose that P E ~(M). We shall sometimes write Ap=AM and Oip=OiM . Associat- 

ed to P are various real quasicharacters on these two groups. One arises from the 

modular function 6p of P. Its restriction to Ap equals 

~ e ( a )  = a 2~ = e ~e(n*'('~), a E A e, 

for a unique vector Qe in a~. There is also the set Xe of roots of (P, Ap),  and the 

subset At, of simple roots. We shall write Z(Ap) for the abelian subgroup of a}g 

generated by At,, and Z+(At,) for the subset of Z(At,) consisting of nonnegative 

integral combinations of elements in At,. 

If P is any group in :T'(M0), we know that 

G = P K  = N p M p K .  

For a given point x in G, let Nt,(x), Me(x) ,  and Ke(x) be the components of x in h e ,  

M e  and K relative to this decomposition. We shall write 

He(x ) = HMp(Me(x)). 
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It is convenient, although not really necessary, to fix a G-invariant, symmetric 

bilinear form ( , )  on Lie (G) such that, as in [7 e], the quadratic form 

- (X ,  OX), XE Lie (G), 

is positive definite. We will also write ( , )  for the C-linear extension of the bilinear form 

to Lie(G) |  Suppose that ~c is a Cartan subalgebra of L ie (G) |  such that 

~c n Lie (G) is a 0 stable Cartan subalgebra of Lie (G). Then ( , )  is nondegenerate on 

~c, and 

H--->-(H, OH), HEDc N Lie(G),  

extends to a Hermitian norm II" II on l~c. From the nondegenerate bilinear form on Dc 

we can define a bilinear form, which we also denote by ( , ) ,  on the dual space ~ .  We 

also obtain a Hermitian norm ]l" H on D~. 

From now on we will take 

bc = ~r ,c  | ao, c, 

where Dr is a fixed Cartan subalgebra of  Lie (K)N Lie (Mo). Then by restriction we 

obtain a bilinear form ( , )  and a Hermitian norm I[" H on both a0. c and a~'c. Suppose that 

ME.ga(Mo). Then there are embeddings aM.cCa0.c and * * gtM, CC(~0. C, SO w e  can also 

restrict ( , )  and II" H to these smaller spaces. As is customary,  a singular hyperplane in 

ct~ will mean a subspace of  the form 

{Jl e a~:  (fl, X) = O} 

for some root fl of (G, AM). If  P E ~(M), we shall write 

agt(P) = { X E a~: (13, 3.) > O, f l e  Y e}, 

aM(P) = {H e aM: fl(H) > 0, fl e Y-p), 

and 

AM(P) = {aEAM:aP> 1, f lEZe}.  

Finally, we should say a word about Haar measures. From time to time we will 

want to integrate over various unimodular groups. Unless specified otherwise, the 

integrals will always be with respect to a fixed, but unnormalized, Haar measure. There 

will be two exceptions. On the compact  group KM, M E c.C~Mo), we will always take the 

Haar  measure for which the total volume is one. The second exception concerns groups 
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connected with the spaces au .  On aM we will take the Euclidean measure with respect 

to the fixed norm [[. [[. The exponential map will transform this measure to a fixed Haar  

measure on the group AM. Finally, on the real vector space ia~ we will take the 

measure which is dual to the measure we fixed on aM. Observe that if {vl . . . . .  Vr} is 

any orthonormal basis of  a~ ,  and h is a function in C~(ia~), 

( ff . . .  h(u  I VlJr...df-Urllr) du I ... du r. h(2)d2= ~ i  i~ i~ 

w 2. Eisenstein integrals and associated functions 

Throughout this section, and indeed for most of the paper, r will be a fixed two sided 

representation of K on a finite dimensional vector space V~. This is the setting for 

Harish-Chandra 's  Eisenstein integral as well as his J, r and/~ functions, which play 

such a central role in the harmonic analysis on G. We shall list some of the basic 

properties of  these objects. 

Fix a Levi subgroup M in L(Mo). Let ~ c u s p ( g ,  z') be the space of rM spherical 

functions on M/AM which are cuspidal. This is the same as the space of  square 

integrable, ~M-finite functions 

rp: M--} V~ 

such that 

(i) cp(k I mk2) = r(k l) q~(m) r(k2), k I, k 2 E K u, m E M, 

and 

(ii) cp(ma) = q~(m), m E M, a E AM. 

Here ~ is the algebra of  left and right invariant differential operators on M. The space 

�9 ~fcusp(g, ~) is finite dimensional,  and in fact equals {0) unless M/AM has a discrete 

series. Indeed, if w is an equivalence class of square integrable representations of  

M/AM, let Mo,(M, 3) be the space of functions q~ in ..~cusp(M, ~') such that for any 

~* E V~*, the function 

m---, ~*(q~(m)), mEM/AM,  

is a sum of  matrix coefficients of  to. Then 

Mcusp(M, r) = ~ ~to,(M, r). 
tO 
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Let q0 E,~cusp(M, r), P E ~9(M), x E G and 2 E ct*~t,c. The Eisenstein integral is defined to 

be 

Ee(x, q~, 2) = fK r(k -I) q~(kx) e(~+oe)(ne(kX))dk, 
~\K 

where q0e is the function on G such that 

q~e(nmk) = qg(m) r(k), n E Np, m E M, k E K. 

Then the function 

Ee(cp, 2): x---, Ee(x, q~,2) 

depends analytically on 2, and is a ~ = g ~  finite, r spherical function on G. 

Let Wo be the Weyl group of (G, Ao). It is a finite group which acts on the vector 

spaces ao and a~. Suppose that M1 is another Levi subgroup in &~ As is custom- 

ary, we will write W(a M, aM,) for the set of distinct isomorphisms from aM onto aM, 

obtained by restricting elements in Wo to aM. (Recall that any two groups P E ~9(M) and 

Pi E ~9(MI) are said to be associated if this set is not empty.) If t E W(a M, aM,) we shall 

always let wt denote some representative of t in K. Now, suppose that y is any subset 

of M such that K M Z K M = Z ,  and that q0 is a r M  spherical function from Y to V~. If 

tE W(a M, aM,), define a rM~ spherical function on Z~=wt~,wt  ~ by 

( t~(ml)  = r(wt)q0(wt I m I wt) r(wt), ml E Z I. 

If PE~9(M) let tP be the group w t P w t  I in ~(Mi). Then if q9 E ~cusp(M, l~), it is easily 

shown that 

E~q0, 2) = Ete(tcp, t2). (2.1) 

More generally, if L is any Levi subgroup which contains both M and M~, and 

R E ~ ( M ) ,  there is an identity 

tER(cp, 2) = EtR(tq~, t2) (2.1 ') 

for Eisenstein integrals on L and t L = w t L w t  I. 

Suppose that P E ~9(M). If T is a Cartan subgroup of M, let Ze(G, T) be the set of 
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roots of (G, I) whose restrictions to AM belong to Ze. Suppose that P'  also belongs to 

~9(M). Then the number 

fle'le = aez~(a, ~ n ze,(a, r) 

is independent of T. (As usual,/5 stands for the group in ~(M) opposite to P.) Let dX be 

the Euclidean measure on nv,=Lie(Np,) associated to the norm 

IlXll= = - ( s ,  oa3, x n. , .  

We can normalize a Haar measure dn' on Np, by 

fNp Cp(n')dn' = fn cp(expX)dX, cpEC~(Ne,). 
, p ,  

The same prescription gives us a Haar measure on the subgroup Ne, fl Np. From these 

two measures we then obtain an invariant quotient measure on the coset space 

Ne, nNe\Ne, .  Now if +E~Cc,sv(M, ~), ZEa*M.C and mEM, define 

(J/e,ip(/~) (]9) (m) = fle'lP l r( Ke(n) ) cp( Me(n) m) e(2 +eP)(nP(n)) dn, 
d N  t; fl N p \ N p ,  

and 

(~e,le(2) q0) (m) = fle'le fN cp(mMp(n)) r(Ke(n)) e la+ee)(~te(")) dn. 
p, fl N p \ N p ,  

The integral converges if 

(Re 2+0p, a) > 0  

for each root a in EpNZ~,. Because the factor fle'le is built into the definition, the 

integrals are independent of the measure on Ne, and of the form (,).  

Both Jte,le(2) and feqe(2) can be analytically continued as meromorphic functions 

from a* to the finite dimensional space of endomorphisms of ,.~cusp(M, "t'). They M,C 

satisfy all the usual properties of intertwining operators. In particular, let d(P', P) be 

the number of singular hyperplanes which lie between the chambers aM(P) and aM(P'). 
If P" is a third group in ~(M) such that 

d(P", P) = d(P", P')+ d(P', P), 
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one has 

�9 P~le(A) = J~le,O.)J'e,ie(2), t = l, r. (2.2) 

Suppose that M.  is a Levi subgroup which is contained in M, and that R, R' E 8~t(M.). 

The functions 

J~,IR(A), A E a* M,,  C'  g = 1, r, 

associated to M and M.  (instead of G and M) can certainly be defined. They depend 

only on the projection of A onto the orthogonal complement of a~, c in a* We have M,, C" 

the formula 

J~R,)IptR)(A) -- J~,IR(A), t = 1, r. (2.3) 

If 21E I:I*M,C and PI, P'l E ~(M), the operators  J/t, ipl(,~l) and ~e,fe(2) commute. They also 

both commute with ZM. Finally, we should recall that 

det (J'e'le0-)), t = l, r, 

does not vanish identically in 2; the inverse J'e, le(2) -I therefore exists as a meromorphic 

function of 2. 

Actually, the J functions defined by Harish-Chandra in [7e] are intertwining 

operators between induced representations, rather than operators on Mcusp(M, r). It is 

in this context that the results we are discussing were proved, ([7 el). The difference, 

however, is minor and purely notational. For the convenience of the reader, we will 

spend w 3 reviewing the relations with induced representations. 

Suppose that s E W(a  M, aM).  Suppose that P E ~(M) and P! E ~9(M0. The groups 

s - I P i  and S-It61 both belong to 3~(M). Define 

Cp,#S,  ;0 = sJ'_,plqp(;O 4-'~,~1/;0" (2.4) 

It is a meromorphic function of 2 E a* with values in the space of linear maps from M,C 

Mcusp(M,r) to Mousy(Mr,r). By [7d, Lemma 18.1] and the corollary to [7e, Lemma 

18.1], it is just Harish-Chandra's c function. Harish-Chandra has defined other c 

functions 

c~ 2) = ce,ip(s, ;t) Cplp( l ,  ;t)-t (2.5) 
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and 

~ t )  = cede,(1, s t )  -1 ce,fe(s, t ) .  (2.6) 

These a l so  are meromorphic  functions on a~. c with values in the space of  linear maps 

from Mcusp(M, z) to Mcusp(Ml, r). The following functional equations are satisfied: 

c~ , s, 2) = c~ (s I, s t )  c ~ 2), (2.7) 

OCp2Ip(S ! S, t )  = Ocv2lP I (sl,  St)  O Cetlp(S, t ) ,  (2.8) 

ce21e(s I s, 2) = c~ (si, s2) Ce~le(S, 2) 

= ce21p,(S t, s t)  ~ t ) ,  (2.9) 

Ee(x, cp, 2) = Ee,(x, ~ 2) q~, st), (2. I0) 

for s~ E W(aM,, aM) and P2 E ~(M2). Suppose that t E I4Io. If  M'  E &a(M0), 

tM'  = w t M ' w t  I 

is another Levi subgroup; if P E ~ ( M ' ) ,  then tPE ~( tM') .  The restriction of  t to am, 

defines an element in W(aM,, a t M ' ) ,  which we will denote also by t. It is an easy matter  

to show that for P ' ,  P E ~(M),  

tJ~,lt,(t) t -I = J'te, i,p(tt), t = l, r. (2.1 1) 

One also has 

tce,le(s, t )  = cte ,Ie(ts, 2), (2.1 2) 

cede(s, t )  t- I = Cp,iw(st-i ' tt),  (2.1 3) 

and similar formulas for c~ and ~ From (2. I I) one can also deduce alternate 

formulas 

C~ 2) = sJt~l s_tP ( t ) - i~_  t/~ ie(t ) (2.14) 

and 

~ t) = sY_,e,lp(t) ~l,-,e,(t)-' 

for the supplementary c functions. 

(2.15) 
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Finally, let us recall the definition of Harish-Chandra's/~ functions. It is easy to 

see that for any P and P' ,  

Let/ze,le0,) be the inverse of this operator. It is a meromorphic function of 4 with 

values in the space of endomorphisms of ~r162 r). For any 4, kte,le(4) commutes with 

any of the operators 

J'e;le, (4,), 21E a*M,c, Pl, P'l ~- ~(M). 

Therefore /ze,le(4)also commutes with/zp;ip~(4 0. Analogues of (2.2) and (2.3) follow 

easily; one has 

if 

and 

~P"lP (4) : ~P'le' (4) ~p,ip(4) 

d(P", P) = d(P", P')+ d(P', P), 

(2.16) 

/~p(R,)le(m(A) ---/zR,IR(A), (2.17) 

if A, P, R and R'  are as in (2.3). Now, for any PE  3~(M), define 

m,(4) = ~:lp(4). 

It follows from the properties above that/ze(4) depends only on M and G, and not the 

group P. Moreover, for any t E W(a M, aM,) and Pi E ~(M,), 

~A4)  = ~e,(t2). 

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that M,E.~M(Mo), R E ~ ( M , )  and PES~(M). Then if 
AE(aM.) ~and4E * elM, C, 

kt,~(R)le(R)(A+4) =/z~R)(A+4)/~R(A) -1. 

Proof. By (2.16) and (2.17)we have 

/ze(m(A+4) =/zp(~)le(m(A+4) 

--/z~a)lp(m(A +2) ~R)Ip(R)(A + 4) 

=/zRIR(A+4)/zp(mle(R)(A+4 ). 
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But 

/~,~IR(A+)~) = ~RjR(A) =/zn(A), 

and this operator commutes with/~cR)Ie~R)(A+A). The lemma follows. Q.E.D. 

w 3. Relation with induced representations 

We shall remind ourselves of the connection of Eisenstein integrals with the theory of 

induced representations. The reader who is experienced in such things or who does not 

wish to track down the facts of w 2 in Harish-Chandra's paper [7 e], could easily skip 

this section 

Again, we fix a Levi subgroup M EA~ Let co be an equivalence class of 

irreducible square integrable representations of M/A~, and let (or, Uo) be a representa- 

tion in the class of co. (Uo is the Hilbert space on which a acts.) Suppose that P E ~(M). 

Define ~e(a) to be the Hilbert space of measurable functions 

such that 

(i) ~(mk)=a(m)~(k), 

and 

~p: K---> Uo 

mEKM, kEK, 

(ii) IlWll~=fxM~ x IIw(k)ll2dk<oo. 

If 2 E a~, c, there is the usual induced representation 

(Ip(O, A, X) ~ ) (k) = e(~+ee)(ne(kx))O(Mp(kx)) q ) ( K e ( k x ) ) ,  

E 9fro), x E G, which acts on ~t~(o). 

Suppose that (r, V) is an irreducible representation of K. Let ~((o)~ be the finite 

dimensional subspace of  vectors in ~(o) under which the restriction of le(o, A) to K is 

equivalent to r. Suppose that SE H0mK~(V, Uo); that is, S is a map from V to Uo such 

that 

S(r(m) ~) = o(m) S(~), ~ E V, m E KM. 

If ~ E V, the function 

Ws(~): k-* S(r(k) ~), k E K, 

2-838282 Acta Mathematica 150. Imprim6 le 30 Juin 1983 
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belong to ;~(a). By Frobenius reciprocity, the map 

S---> Ws 

is an isomorphism from HomxM(V, Uo) onto Homx(V, ~(a)). Notice that :~(o)~ is the 

space spanned by 

{Ws(~): SE H~ (V, Ua), ~E V}. 

It is isomorphic to HomxM(V, Uo)| Now, if S EHomxM(V, Uo), and P' is another 

group in ~9(M), set 

Je,fe(a, 2) S = fle'le f ~ Sr(Ke(n)) eC~+Qe)~He~n)) dn. 
J Np, N Np\Np, 

Defined a priori only for those2 E a~, c for which the integral converges, Je'le(O, 2) can 

be continued as a meromorphic function from a* to the space of endomorphisms of M,C 

Homxu (V, Uo). The map 

Ws(~)--~tlJje.~o,~)s(~), SEHom~(V, Uo), ~E V, 

which we can also denote by Je'le(o, 2), is just the restriction to ~(o)~ of the usual 

intertwining operator from le(o, 2) to le,(o, 2). 

The contragredient representation of r makes the dual space V* of V into a K- 

module. Similarly, the dual Hilbert space U* is an M-module under the contragredient 

a* of a. As above, we have an isomorphism 

Homx, ~ (V*, U*)--%Homx(V*, ~e(o*)). 

On the one hand, the transpose gives a canonical isomorphism between 

HomxM(V*, U*) and HomrM(U o, V). On the other hand, the K finite vectors in ~e(o*) 

and ~(a) are in duality under the pairing 

f~ ~p E ~(a), ~* E ~cr*), 
Ac\K 

so that Homx(V*, ~i~(o*)) is canonically isomorphic to HomK(~'(o), V). It follows that 

there is a canonical isomorphism 

qJ*: HomKM(Uo, V)--%Homx (;~e(o), V). 



It is given by 

for S* E Homx,,(Uo, I0 

compositions 
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qJ~.(~o) = fx~,\x r(k)-t S*(v/(k)) dk, 

and ~pE X~(tr). Notice that X'(a)* 

{~* W~,: S* e HomKu (U,,, V), ~* e V*}. 

19 

It is isomorphic to Homxu(U o, 10| 

Suppose that 

is the space spanned by 

(ri, Vi), i = 1,2, 

is a pair of irreducible representations of K. We shall now take ~ to be the double 
representation of K on 

defined by 

V~ = Homc (Vl, V2), 

r(k2) Xr(kl) = r2(kz) o X o ~] (kl), 

for kl ,k2EK, and XEHomc(VI ,  V2). Any double representation of K will be a direct 

sum of representations of this form. If S I E Homxu(V I, Uo) and S~'E Homru(U o, V2) 

then 

qg(m) = S~o(m) Si, m E M, 

is a function in ~to,(M, r). The J functions we have just defined are related to those of 

w 2 by the formulas 

(re'leO.) 9) (m) = (Jeie,(a, A)* $2") o(m) S 1 (3.1) 

and 

(~,be(X ) 9) (m) = S~o(m) (Jp,~,(a, ;0 St). 

Next, we shall show that for any x E G, 

W~. le(a, 2, x) W s, = Ee(x, q~, 2). 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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Indeed, the left hand side is a composition of three operators, and is an element in 
Horn (Vl, V2) = V,. Its value at any vector ~l E V! is 

fKM 1.2(k-I) S~((ie(o ' 2, x) Ws.(~t)) (k)) dk 
\ K  

/ r(k-l) (S~~ Sl) (r(Ke(kx)) ~'l) e(2+oe)(He(~)) dk 
JX M\K 

= f r(k-l) ~(kx) (~1) e~a+~ 
.%, \ K  

This is just the value of Ee(x, 9, 2) at ~1. 
Formula (3.3) provides a relation between Eisenstein integrals and matrix coeffi- 

cients of le(e, 2). There is a slightly different way to express it. We have seen that the 

space of operators 

Hom (Yf(o)~2, ~e(o)~,) = Yf(o)~, | ~(a)* 2 

is canonically isomorphic with 

HomxM (V I, Uo)| V m | HomKu(U o, V 2) | V~. 

Now the correspondence 

(S~, S9---, q~ 

defines an isomorphism between 

Homxu ( V I , Uo) | HomK~ ( Uo, V 2) 

and Mo,(M, r), while VI | V~ is isomorphic to V~*. Let End~ be the double representa- 

tion of K on the space 

given by 

End (V~) = Home (V~, V0 

(End~ (k2)" F- End~ (k0) (X) = r(k2) F(X) r(k0, 

kz,k2EK, F E E n d ( V 0  and XEV~. Then M,o(M,r)| equals Mo,(M, End0. We 
therefore have an isomorphism 

T--+ ~ r  
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from Hom(~e(e)~x, Y((e),,) onto Mo,(M, End0.  This mapping is essentially the one 

defined by Harish-Chandra in [7e, w 7]. Formula (3.3) leads to 

tr(Ie(a,X,x ) T) = tr(Ee(x, 7:r,A)), TE Horn (:~e(o)~x, Y~(O)~l ), 

where the first trace is on the space Y~(o) while the second is on V,. The relations 

between the J functions can be written 

~e'le(~) q'r = 7: rj ,~,~o,a) 

and 

:e'le0,) q'~-- "r 

It is actually through these relations that we can extract formula (2.4) from the papers 

of Harish-Chandra. 

w 4. Asymptotic expansions 

From now on r will be as in w 2, a fixed two-sided representation of K on a finite 

dimensional vector space V~. For the results on asymptotic expansions that we shall 

quote the reader can refer to [7a], [7b] or [13]. 

I f  e~>0 and BE 3a(Mo), set 

A~o(B) = {a E A0: a(Ho(a)) > e, a E AB}. 

By a neighborhood of infinity in G we shall mean a set of the form 

G E = K.A~o(B) �9 K. 

It is an open subset of G which is independent of B. If e = 0, we shall write G_ for G,. 

Suppose that q9 is a function defined on a neighborhood of infinity with values in V~ 

which is g-finite and r-spherical. It has a unique asymptotic expansion in any chamber 

Ao(B). There is an e such that 

r ~_~ Z eB,~(Ai 'alaA'-~, 
i=1 ~E Z+(Aa) 

for all aEA~o(B). Here {Ai} is a finite set of linear functions on ao,c such that for any 

i~j, the function A ; - A j  does not belong to Z+(AB). For  each i 

a----~es,r a), ~EZ+(As), a E A  o, 
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is a family of functions from Ao to V~ which are polynomials of bounded degree in 

Ho(a) and such that 

r(m) e., r a) r(m)- 1 = ee ' ~(Ai ' a) 

for all m E Mon K. The functions {A~-r are called the exponents  of q0 (with respect to 

B) while {A/} are called the principal exponents.  Suppose that 

B' = tB, t E Wo, 

is another group in ~(Mo). We leave the reader to check that there is a bijection 

Ai ~'> A~ 

between the two sets of  principal exponents such that 

(i) A~ = tAi 

and 

(ii) es, ' ,r wt aw 7 l) = r(w,) en. r i, a) r(w t)- l for all ~ E Z +(An). 

Suppose that M is a Levi subgroup in A~ and that P E 3~(M). If R E ~ ( M o )  the 

group B = P(R) belongs to 3~(Mo) and the set Z+(An) is contained in Z+(AB). For q~ as 

above, and a point a in A~(R), define 

E 
i=l ~6 Z+(AR) 

If t is an element in Wo, tB equals (tP) (tR), and we have 

E"(w, aw;', w, aw-;') 
i=l ~E Z§ 

= r(wt) Ee(a, q~)r(w,)-I. 

Taking t to be an element in W0 M, the Weyl group of  (M, Ao), we see that EP(a, cp) 

extends to a rM-spherical function, Ee(cp), on M~. If t is a general element in Wo, the 

formula above is just 

Ete(q~) = tEe(cp). (4.1) 

Recall that there is a natural injective map 
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Indeed, suppose that P E 3~(M) and that n and fa are the Lie algebras of the unipotent 

radicals of P and P respectively. For z E g ,  let y~,(z) be the unique element in q/(M) 

such that z-7'e(z) belongs to nq/(M)ft. Then as a left invariant differential operator on 

M, 

7M(Z) = de(m)- I o y~,(Z) o de(m), m E M. 

Now if q0 is a function as above, we have differential equations 

YM(Z) Ee(cP) = Ee(zq~), z E ~. (4.2) 

For the case that M=Mo this formula is in the proof of [13, Lemma 9.1.4.5]. For 

general M e G  we refer the reader to [7a] or the discussion in [11 a, pp. 91-97]. In any 

case, since ~M is a finite module over ~,~(~e), the function Ee(cp) is ~M-finite. 

For any M E A~(Mo), the abelian algebra 

= c | a0,  c ,  

introduced in w 1, is a Caftan subalgebra of Lie (M)| Let W M be the Weyl group of 

(Lie (M)| [~c) and let 

z - ,  z e 

be the canonical isomorphism from gM onto the W~-invariant polynomial functions 

on [)~. Then 

M _ G P~z) - Pz 

for all z E ~ = ~ 6 .  Recall that any homomorphism from ~ to C is of the form 

z---~p~(v)=p~(v), z E ~ ,  

and is uniquely determined by the orbit under W= W 6 of the linear function v E [9~. 

Suppose that q9 is a ~ r f i n i t e ,  rM-spherical function defined on a neighborhood of 

infinity in M. Since 7~(~2 ') is a subalgebra of ~M, the vector space generated by 

{zq0: z E ~,~(~e)} is finite dimensional.  Let {qg,.} be a basis of  this space. We can assume 

that each q0; is a generalized eigenfunction of  7M(~); that is, 

= O, z E 

for a positive integer d and a function v,. E [~. Let us write oc(q0) for the union over i of 
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the orbits under W of the points v i. It is a finite set of linear functions on ~c. Suppose 

that M.  E &a~'(Mo) and that R E ~vVt(M,). It follows from (4.2) that 

oc(q0) = oc(ER(q~)). (4.3) 

For convenience, we will denote the finite dimensional space M~sp(M 0, r) by M0. If 

E Mo and A E a~, c, we have the function 

E~o(~, A): m---~ E~to (m, dp , A) = dp( m) e A(H~ m E M o. 

Let o~(r,A) denote the union, over all ~EMo,  of the orbits oc(EM0(~,A)). It is 

precisely the set of  W orbits of  points r/+A, where r/is one of the finitely many linear 

functions on Ur, c such that 

= a , ,  z e 

for some ~ E ~r From formula (4.3) we have 

chamber Ao(R), 

Moreover, 

LEMMA 4. I. Suppose that q9 is a ZM-finite, rM-spherical function defined on a 

neighborhood o f  infinity in M. Let Ai .. . . .  An be the principal exponents o f  cp along a 

R E ~t(Mo) .  Then for each i, oo--(q0) N oc(r, Ai+QR) is not empty. 

n 

OG(q~) ---- U (OG(q3) n oG(r, Ai-I-QR)). 
i = 1  

The ~Z-finite functions on G of most interest in this paper are the Eisenstein 

integrals associated to minimal parabolics. For B, B' E ~9(M0) consider the expansions 

of the functions 

En(x,~,A),  ~ E ~ r  0, AEa~,c, 

along the chamber Ao(B'). If e is a small postive number and a EA[(B'), EB(a, ~ ,  A) can 

be written 

Z Z (Cn'rn,r (s'A)~)(1)a(sA-~-ow~' 
sEW o ~;E Z+(AB,) 

where Cn,in ' r A) is a meromorphic function of A with values in End (.~r the space of 
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endomorphisms of Mo. The functional equations for the Eisenstein integral give rise to 

the formulae 

tCB,IB ' r A) = CtB,IB ' tr A), (4.4) 

CB,IB ' ~(S, A)t -I = CB,I,B. r -t, tA), (4.5) 

ca,iB ' ~(s t s, A) = cs,IB~, ;(s t, sA)~ A), (4.6) 

for elements t, Sl E W0 and BI E ~(Mo). Suppose that x is an element in G,. Then 

Define 

x = k t a k 2 ,  k l ,k2EK,  aEA~o(B'). 

EB,IB ,s(x, O, A) = r(kl) ~ (CB,IB ' r A) @) (I) a(SA-r 
E Z+(An,) 

Then EB,In,,(~, A) is a r-spherical function on G,. It is meromorphic in A, and 

En(x, ~ ,  A) = ~ En,ln ,,(x, q), A). 
s r  W o 

From the three functional equations above, one obtains 

EB,in.,(x, ~ ,  A) = Etn,la.•(x, ~ ,  A), (4.4') 

En,ln.s(X , dp, A) = En,ltn., -,(x, tO, /A) ,  (4.5') 

EB'ln.,t ,(x, ~ ,  A) = EB,In,. ,,(x, 0CB,IB(S, A) q), sm). (4.6') 

These functions are all Z-finite. Indeed, if z E ~Z let yM0(z, A) be the differential operator 

on M~ obtained by evaluating yt~0(z) at A. Then the equation 

zEB,In ,,(x, ~ ,  A) = EB,IB ' s(X, ?'Mo(Z, A) q), A) (4.7) 

follows from the analogous formula for Eisenstein integrals. Since q) is ~Zm-finite, 

EB,IB,,(~,A) must be :Z-finite. Another consequence of (4.7) (or alternatively, of 

Lemma 4.1) is that the orbit oc(En,iB.s(*, A))is contained in oc(r, A). 

We shall prove a lemma for use in Chapter II. It is, I am sure, known to experts. 

Fix M E A~(Mo). We can, of course, define the functions 

ER,IR ,,(~, A), r E W~, R, R' E ~(M0) ,  
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on a neighborhood of infinity in M. (W~ is the Weyl group of (M, Ao).) Fix 

R E ~ ( M o ) .  Also take groups P, Q E ~(M). We shall show that for a point A in general 

position in a~,c, the function 

ER~ ' ,(Jb~mle<m(A)J~mle~R)(A) q), A) (4.8) 

can be expressed in terms of a ~-finite, ~'-spherical function on G~. Let B=P(R). There 

is a unique coset s in Wo/W ~ such that the group Pl=sQ contains B. If Ml=w~Mwj I 

then PI belongs to 3~(M0. Let so be the unique representative of s in Wo such that 

sB(a) is a root of (B, Ao) for every root a of (R, Ao). 

LEMMA 4.2. I r A  is a point in ct~.c in general position, the function (4.8) equals 

s-IEP'(EBIB, s,(~, A)). 

Proof. Let R~=BnM~. Notice that 

s~' B = s~I P,(Rl) = Q(R). 

Also, s~(B) equals Q(/~). Now the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of 

Ee'(al, Enln. ~B(~, A)) 

along A0(RI) is 

(CBIB(S B, A) ~)  (1) a~ stA-0R) 

Therefore, the leading term in the expansion of the function 

s-IEe'(EBIB.sB(~p , A)) at a E A~o(R) is '  

(s~ i cnla(sn, A) q)) (1). a A-QR 

= (fsi,Bin(A) fi,~lB(A) r (1)" a A-Q" 

= (J/~R)Ip~R)(A)J'o~n)lp~R)(A) ~ )  (1). a A-~", 

by (2.4). On the other hand, the leading term in the expansion of the function (4.8) at 

a E A~(R) is 

( f ~ ( A )  JtQtR)Ipr J'~R)ler ~)  (1)" a A-oR, 
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which by (2.2) and (2.3) also equals 

(JtQ(R)Ip(R)(A) JrQ(R)IP(R)(A ) (I)) (1)" a A-~ . 

It follows that if ~p is the function 

the coefficient of a A-es in the expansion of ~p(a) along Ao(R) vanishes. 

Our aim is to show that q0 itself vanishes. Suppose that this is not so. From what we 

have just shown, the principal exponents of cp along Ao(R) are all of the form A - ~ - p R ,  

for nonzero elements r E Z+(As). By Lemma 4.1 any point in o6(q0) is contained in a 

set o6(r, A - ~ )  for some r On the other hand, 

oa(s-lEe'(Esls,,s(~, A))) = oa(Ee'(Esls,,,(~, A))) 

= oc,(Enln, sn(dP, A)) 

by (4.3). As we observed above this set is contained in oc(r, A). Applied to the group 

M, the same observation tells us that 

o6(ERIn, j(fQ<R)leem(A).Y~mle~m(A) ~ ,  A)) 

is contained in oo-(r, A). Thus, oc(q0) is contained in o~(r, A). It follows that there are 

elements r/l, r/2 E ~ ,  t E W, and ~ E Z+(AR), r such that 

A -  ~+ir/i = t(A+ir/2). 

Since A is in general position, t must leave a~, c pointwise fixed. This contradicts the 

fact that ~ is a nonzero vector in a~,c. It follows that q0 vanishes. Q.E.D. 

w 5. Estimates 

We will eventually want to study contour integrals of the functions EB,~,s(a, ~P, A). In 

this section we collect the needed estimates. We will assume from now on that the 

representation (r, V0 is unitary. In particular, V~ is a finite dimensional Hilbert space. 

The spaces Mr r), and particularly Sgo, will also be Hilbert spaces with the inner 

product 

(q~l, q92) = ~ (cpj(m),rP2(m))dm, ~01, (P2 E ,~cusp(M, T). 
J M I A  M 
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The leading term in the expansion of 

EB,IB ' s(a, ~ ,  A) ,  

is the function 

a E A~(B'), 

( c s,IB, o( S , A) ~)  (1)" a (sA-qw). 

The operators Cwln, o(S, A) on ~ are just the c functions, Cwle(S, A) discussed in w 2. 

What about the other terms? For any ~ E Z+(AB,) it turns out that 

CB,rB ' r A) = Fe, ' r  w) Cwlo(S, A), 

where F n,, r is a rational function on a*0,c with values in End (~o). (See [13, w 9.1.4].) 

LEMMA 5.1. Fix Al  Ea~ and HoEao(B). Then we can f ind  a polynomial  I(A) and 

constants c and n such that 

Ill(A) Fn, r ~< c(l + IIAII)" er176 

for  all ~ E Z+(An) and  A E aS.c such that Re (A) belongs to A i -a~(B) .  

Proof. An estimate of this sort, without the dependence on A, was first proved by 

Helgason [8a]. (See also [13, Lemma 9.1.4.4].) It was derived from the recursion 

relations obtained from the radial component of the Casimir operator 05 on G. This 

radial component, denoted 6'(05), is a second order differential operator on Ao, with 

values in End (~/o), such that if 

then 

tl)A(exp/-D E . . . .  (A-~-Qs)(n) = t s ,  Ct/x-0sj e , 
E Z§ 

(O'(&) �9 A) (exp H) = @^(exp H) yMo(~, A). 

It has been computed explicitly in Corollary 9.1.2.12 of [13], and is of the form 

6'(0)) = E+61+6~, 

in which E is the Laplacian on Ao and 6~ and 6~ are differential operators on Ao of 
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respective orders 0 and 1. A closer inspection of the formula in [ 13] (at the top of p. 279) 

reveals that the function 66 has an expansion 

X d'r er HEoo(B), 
~'E Z+(AB) 

where the coefficients are endomorphisms of ,do whose norms have at most polynomial 

growth in r The differential operator 6i, on the other hand, is scalar valued and is 

actually independent of M0 (i.e. of the representation r). 

With the presence of the first order term 61 it is difficult to obtain uniform 

estimates. (1) It is necessary to use the technique of Gangolli, as elaborated on p. 38-39 

of [8b]. Let Al/2(expH) be the product over all roots a of (B, Ao), repeated with 

multiplicities, of the functions 

(ea(H)--e--a(H))l/2, HE ao(B). 

The differential operators E and ~ are independent of r, and we can eliminate the first 

order term exactly as in the K bi-invariant case [8b, p. 38]; we obtain 

AI/2~ ' (O))  o A -1/2 = E+tS0, 

where 6o is a function with values in End (Mo). As in [8 b] there are expansions 

A-V2(expH)= e-~ X b~ e-{(m 
~EZ+(As) 

and 

An/2(exp//) = e~ X c~ e-~(m' 
~E Z+(AB) 

6 o=6o(expH)=  X d~e -~(m, 
~E Z+(Aa) 

where {br and {cr are complex numbers, while {d{} are endomorphisms of ..~. The 

norms of all the coefficients have at most polynomial growth in ~. The function 

qJA(expH) = AV2(expH) OA(OXpH) = X at(A) e(A-0(H) 
~E Z+(Aa) 

(i) I thank J. Carmona  for  pointing this ou t  to me. My original proof  was wrong. 
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where 

ar = Z c u l"n, ~_u (A - Qn), 
{p E Z+(Aa): ~-~ E Z+(An)} 

satisfies the differential equation 

EqJ A (exp H ) -  qJA (exp H) yM0(Og, A) + 6 0 (exp H) ~A (exp H) = 0. 

Regarded as an endomorphism in End (Mo), Vu0(~b, A) equals the sum of (A, A) and an 

endomorphism which is independent of A. Since E is the Laplacian on Mo, it follows 

readily that the coefficients {at(A)} satisfy recursion relations 

(2(A, 0 - ( ~ ,  ~)+L)(a~(A)) = Z d u a~_~,(A), 

where L is a linear transformation on the vector space End (Mo) which is independent 

of A and ~. 

If 

set 

as in [8a] and [13]. Then the number 

~ =  Z tlaU' 
a E A  a 

m~ = Z na 

12(A, 0 - ( ~ ,  0l 

is bounded below by m~, for all A whose real part belongs to AI-o~(B) and all but 

finitely many ~EZ+(Aa). Thus, for all such A and all but finitely many ~, the linear 

transformation 

2(A, 0 - ( ~ ,  O+L 

of End(Mo) has an inverse, whose norm is bounded by m~ I. This means that 

Ilac(A)ll ~< m~-' Z Idol Ila~-~(A)ll 
0~ * 0, ~-~ E z+(AB)) 
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for all such A and all ~ with mr greater than some constant N. Now each ar is a 

rational function of A. We can therefore choose a polynomial I(A) and constants c and 

n such that 

lit(A) ar ~< c(1 + IlAll)ne e(n~ 

for all A with Re (A)EAI-Oi~(B) and for the finitely many r with 

mr176 

This inequality then holds for all ~E Z+(AB) and all such A by induction on me. 

However, 

F~, r  ) -- E b~ ar 
~u: ~-~E z+(As) ) 

We therefore obtain the required estimate for the functions {FB,~}. Q.E.D. 

The singularities of the rational functions FB, r lie along hyperplanes of the 

form (~,A)=r, for ~EZ+(AB) and rER. That is, for every AoEct~,c, there is a 

polynomial p(A) which is a product of linear forms (~, A ) - r  such that p(A)FB, r is 

regular at Ao. Moreover, only finitely many of these linear forms vanish in any region 

Ai-a6*(B). (See [13, p. 287].) We see from the proof of Lemma 5.1 that I(A) can be 

taken to be a product of such linear forms. 

Define 

ra(x, ~ ,  A) = EnlB, ,(x,/zs(A) ~ ,  A) 

for �9 E ,~r A E cti~, c and x in a neighborhood of infinity in G. This function will be of 

particular concern to us. The leading term of its expansion along Ao(B) is 

(cBln(1, A)/~B(A) ~)(1) a cA-Q'), a EA 0. 

LEMMA 5.2. The singularities of  the functions CBIB(1, A) and/~B(A) all lie along 

hyperplanes of  the form ([3, A)=r, where t5 is a root o f  (G, Ao) and r is a real number. 
Moreover, for every AI E r we can find a polynomial I(A) and constants c and n such 

that 

Ill(A) cBIB(1, A) ~B(A)II --< c(1+ IIAII) n 

whenever Re (A) belongs to At-a~(B). 
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Proof. It follows from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) that cB~B(1, A) can be expressed as a 

product of operators CBalB#(1, A), where fl is a root in Yn and Ba=B N Ma for a group Mt~ 

in &P(M0) which modulo the center has real rank one. In particular, cB#~a(l, A) depends 

only on (/5, A). As observed in [12], any matrix coefficient of an operator cBa~#(1, A) can 

be expressed as a linear combination of functions of the form 

r(r-l(fl, A ) + m 0  r(r-l(fl, A)+m2) 

l"(r-l(fl, A)+nl)  F(r-t(fl, A)+n 2) 

where ml,m2, nl,n2 and 
functions 

r are real numbers, and r is 

F(r-lz+mi) 
F(r-lz+ni) ' 

zEC,  

positive. The poles of the 

all lie on the real axis. Similarly, an(A) is a product of a functions ana(A) associated to 

Ma. Each function aBa(A)depends only on (/3, A), and we know from its explicit 

formula ([7 e]) that it has pole s only when (/3, A) is real. Therefore, the singularities of 

both chin(l, A) and an(A) are of the required form. 

Now 

is a product of operators 

cBIn(l, A)an(A) 

cBa~a(1, A) aBa(A), 

where fl is a root of (B, Ao). It is enough to prove the estimate if G is replaced by Ma. 

An estimate of the sort we need appeared in [ 1 ], but the proof was omitted. Write 

% ~ ( I ,  A) aBe(A) = /%(A)  ~#~(A) 

= ~asa(A)-I  

= caa~a( I ,  A ) -  I. 

We need to estimate the norm of this operator when (/3, Re(A))<(fl, A0.  This is the 

same as estimating the norm of cBa~sa(1, A) -I in any region 

(fl, ReA) > b, bER.  
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It follows from the results of [3] that the inverse of the determinant of CB~IB,(1, A) is a 

constant multiple of a product of functions 

F(r-l(~, A)+/~) 

F(r-tOS, A)+v) '  

with/~, v E C and r a positive real number. Therefore by the result we quoted above, any 

matrix coefficient of c~a~a(1, A) -1 is a linear combination of such products. It is known 

that 

lim F(z+a) e_alogz= 1, largzl~<~-6 
Izl--,| F(z) 

for any a E C and 6>0. It follows easily that for any b we can find constants c and n 

such that 

I F(r-lz+~) I I <~ c(l+lz[)n' 
F(r-lz+v) 

whenever [zl is sufficiently large and Re (z)>b. Since F(r-lz+l~)lF(r-~z+v) has only 

finitely many poles in the region Re(z)>b,  we can choose a polynomial l(z) and 

constants c and n such that 

r(r-Jz+~) ~ c(l+lzl) ~, 
It(z) F(r_lz+v ) 

whenever Re (z)>b. The lemma follows. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 5.3. Fix e>0 and AI Ea~. Then we can f ind a polynomial I(A), which is a 

product o f  linear forms 

(~ ,A)-r ,  ~EZ+(AB), rER,  

and constants c and n, such that 

lit(A) rB(a, ~ ,  A)II ~ c(1 +IIAII)" II~ll a (rteA-~ 

for all �9 6. M o, a E A[(B) and A E a~. c such that Re A E A I - a0*(B). 

Proof. We can choose Ho such that for any a E A s, a(Ho) equals e/2. Then for 

~EZ+(AB) and me as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, e ;(n~ equals e 2t̀m~. If a belongs to 

A~(B), 

a-~ e ~(no ) <~ e-~m~ e�89 = e-�89 

3-838282 Acta Mathematica 150. Imprim~ le 30 Juin 1983 
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It is clear that 

Z e-�89 
E Z+(AB) 

is finite. Now, if a is any point in Ao(B), we have 

lira(a, r  A)II~ < ~ II(cBjB,r A)/zs(i) (I))(1)11 a (a~(^)-c-q') 
r Z+(As) 

IlcBm(1, A)/zs(A)ll" II~ll" a(R~(A)-Q') Z IIG, e(A-eB)II a -r 
r 

Our result follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. Q.E.D. 

Suppose that B, B' E ff~(Mo) and that s E Wo. The first part of the proof of Lemma 

5.2 can be applied to CB'IB(S, A) to show that the singularities of this function also lie 

along hyperplanes (/5 ,A)=r, for fl a root of (G, Ao) and r E R. 

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that C is a compact subset o f  Ao(B'), that C* is a compact 

subset o f  ct~.c and that sE Wo. Then there is a polynomial I(A), which is a product o f  

linear factors 

such that the series 

(~ ,A)-r ,  ~EZ(AB), rER,  

I(A) EB,~.s(a,dP, A) = Z I(A) (CB,IB ,~(s, A) ~)  (I). a (sA-g-es') 
~EZ+(As,) 

converges absolutely uniformly for a E C and A E C*. In particular, the function 

I(A) EB,IB ' s(a, ~ ,  A) 

is defined and bounded for a E C and A E C*. 

Proof. We know that 

cB,IB, ~(s, A) = FB, ' r A). 
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We can certainly estimate FB,, r on C* by Lemma 5.1. The lemma is then 

proved the same way as Lemma 5.3. Q.E.D. 

This last lemma tells us that the functions EB,IB,,(x, * , A ) a r e  defined for all x in 

G_ =K. Ao(B)" K. 

w 6. Further properties of the functions EB'tn ,  s 

Let ~(Mo) be the space of meromorphic functions from ctff, c to Mo whose 

singularities lie along hyperplanes of the form (~, A)=r, where 15 is a root of (G, Ao) and 

rE R. Suppose that B,B'E ~(Mo) and s E Wo. We are going to study the class of Z- 

finite, r-spherical functions on G_ obtained by differentiating functions 

En,iB, s(X, (I)(A), A), (I)(A) E ~(Mo), 

with respect to A. For most later applications it will suffice to take B'=B and s= 1. 

LEMMA 6. I. Suppose that ~(A) • d~(Mo). The meromorphic function 

EB,~. s(X,~(A), A) is regular at A=Ao if and only if each of  the functions 

CB,IB.r,(S, A)~(A),  ~EZ+(AB,), 

is regular at A=Ao. Suppose that this is the case and that D=DA is a differential 
operator on ct~,c. Then for a EAo(B'), 

equals 

lira D A EB,~, s(a, O(A), A) 
A--,A o 

2 lim DA(CB,IB" r,(S, A) ~(A)) (1) a (A-~-0s'). 
~fi Z+(As,) A-'A0 

Proof. The poles of the functions cB,IB, c(s,A)~(A) all lie along hyperplanes 

(~,A)=r, for ~EZ(AB,) and rER.  By Lemma 5.4, the same is true of the function 

EB,IB, s(x, ~(A),A).  Suppose that A is a point in general position on the hyperplane 

(~, A)=r. Set 

A u-- u(~, ~)-1/2~+A, u E C. 
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Let F be a small, positively oriented circle about the origin in the complex plane. The 

function EB,jB ' s(x, q~(A), A) will be regular along the hyperplane in question if and only if 

fvu"EB,fB, s(a, q~(A~), A u) du 

vanishes for all a EAo(B') and all nonnegative integers n. By Lemma 5.4 this integral 

equals 

Z f U"(CB,IB ,r A u) @(Au)) 
a(SAu-r (1)- du. 

E Z+(Aa,) d r  

By the uniqueness of the asymptotic expansion, the first integral will vanish if and only 

if each term in the second series vanishes. This happens for all n~0 if and only if each 

function cB,la ' r A)q~(A) is regular along the hyperplane in question. The first state- 

ment of the lemma follows. The second statement follows without difficulty from 

Lemma 5.4 and Cauchy's integral formula. Q.E.D. 

Functions of the form 

tp(x) = lim DA EB,IB, s(X, ~(A),A), xE G_, 
A---~A 0 

with q~(A) and DA as in the lemma, will arise later. It is an easy consequence of 

formula (4.7) that the orbit oc;(~0) is contained in 0G(r, Ao). 

N. Wallach has shown that the only singular hyperplanes of the functions 

cB,is ' r A) are actually of the form (8, A)=r,  where fl is a root of (G, Ao). His proof (not 

yet published) uses Verma modules. We will need this result, so we shall include a 

different proof which is based on the differential equations (4.2). 

LEMMA 6.2. Suppose that ~(A) is a function in ~(S#o). Then the singularities of  
the function 

En,ln ' s(x, q)(A), A) 

lie along hyperplanes of  the form (8, A)=r, where fl is a root of  (G, Ao) and r E R. 

Proof. Fix a singular hyperplane of the function. It is of the form (~, A)=r, for 

E Z(An,) and r E R. We must show that ~ is a multiple of a root of (G, Ao). Suppose 

that this is not so. Let A be a point in general position on the hyperplane; define Au, 
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u E C, and F as in the proof of the last lemma. Then there is a nonnegative integer n 

such that the function 

q~(x) = fr  U"EB'IB'~(X' ~(A.),  A u) du, x E G ,  

does not vanish. Suppose that a EA0(B'). In view of Lemma 5.4 we can write cp(a) as 

r z+~n,, f r  U"(CB'In'~(S' A.)*(A.))(1)" a ~sA"-r176 du. 

Remember we are assuming that ~ is not a multiple of a root of (G, Ao). Neither of the 

functions Cn,ln(S, ") or ~( .  ) has a singularity along the hyperplane in question, so that 

(c B,IB(s, A.) ~(A.)) (I) 

is regular at u=0. It follows that the first term in the expansion for ~0(a) vanishes. 

Therefore the principal exponents of q9 are all of the form sA--~--eB, for nonzero 

elements ~E Z(An,). Then by Lemma 4.1 any point in o~(q~) is contained in a set 

06(r, sA-~) ,  for some ~*0. This latter set can also be written as OG(r,A+~0 for 

another nofizero element r in a~. 

On the other hand, we can write 

lim 2ari [ d \ k  .+k+t~ . ~p{x) = . - - , 0 ~  [,-~-u ] tu t~n,iB,,tX, +(A.), A.)), 

for any large integer k. By the remark following the last lemma, o~q0) is contained in 

oc(r,A). It follows from this that there are elements ql,r/zE b~c, t E W and ~l E aS, 

r such that 

Now we can write 

A+~I +#h = t(A +iq2). 

A = X+3. 

where 2 is a point in general position in the subspace of a~,c orthogonal to ~, and X is a 

vector parallel to ~. The fact that 2 is in general position means that t must leave the 

subspace pointwise fixed. Since the subspace is of co-dimension 1 in cti~,c and ~ is not a 

multiple of a root, t must leave ai~,c pointwise fixed. In particular, A=tA. Therefore 

~l + irh = it~12. 
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Since r is a nonzero vector in aS, while itrl2-ir h belongs to ib~ we have a contradic- 

tion. The vector ~ must then be a multiple of a root. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 6.3. Suppose that FB(A) is an entire function from a~,c to Mo. Then 

the singularities of  the function 

rn(x, Fn(A), A) 

He along hyperplanes of  the form (fl, A)--r, where fl is a root of  (G, Ao) and rER.  

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 5.2 and 6.2. Q.E.D. 

In fact, it follows from Cauchy's  integral formula that the polynomials I(A) in 

Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 can all be taken to be products of linear factors 

(fl, A) - r ,  

where once again fl is a root of  (G, Ao) and r E R. 

w 7. The space M(G_, 0 

Suppose that for a function q~(A) E ~//(M0) and a group B E $~(Mo), the function 

A---~EBIB. I(x, q~(A),A), AEai~,c, 

is regular at Ao. Then if D=DA is a differential operator (with respect to A) on a~.c, 

the function 

tp(x) = lira D A EBIB. i(x, cl)(A), A) 
A--,A 0 

is a Z-finite, r-spherical function from G_ to V~. Let M(G_, r) be the space spanned by 

functions of this form. It is infinite dimensional. However, suppose that o is any finite 

union of W-orbits in b~ and that d is an integer. Let Mo.a(G-, r) be the space of 

functions of the form 

q0t +...+tpn 

where for each i, q~, is a function in M(G_, r) with the property that 

(Z--pz(Vi))dqoi = 0, Z E ~', 
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for some point lp i in o. It is a finite dimensional space. If tp is as above, and d=degD,  

then ~p belongs to ~o6~,A~,d(G, ~). 

The space ~t(G_,r) is independent of B. Suppose for each i, l<~i<~n, that 

�9 ,(A) E ~t(~o), that Di is an analytic differential operator on a~,c, that Bi, B~E ~(Mo) 
and that s ,  s~E W0. Suppose they are such that the function 

E (Di)A EI~,'IBi, si (X' (I~i(A), s~A), A E a* O,C, 
i 

is regular at Ao. We shall show that its value at Ao belongs to M(G_, r). Fix B E ~9(Mo). 

Then in view of (4.4') and (4.5'), we may assume that BS=B and that s~=l. But 

equals 

E Di EBIB,, si (x' cI)i(A), A)  
i 

E DiEBIs, l (x' OCBIB,(Si' A) tI~i(A), A). 
i 

Let l,v(A) be the product, over all roots fl of (B, Ao), of the factors (A-Ao,  fl) N. For 

every positive integer N there is a differential operator DN such that 

lim D N ( I ~ A ) f ( A ) ) = f ( A  o) 
A--,A o 

for every function f w h i c h  is regular at Ao. (For example, if (un .. . . .  uk) is a system of 
nk co-ordinates on a~,c around Ao, and cu~ I ... u k is the lowest term of/N(A) relative to 

the lexicographic order on the monomials in (un . . . . .  uk), we could take 

DN=c-I ( (n t ) ! . . . (nk ) ! ) - '?  a-~-~nl...~ a-~-~ " 
\aul/ \auk/ "/ 

If D is an analytic differential operator of degree no greater than d, 

19 = IN(A) D o IN_d(A) -n 

is an analytic differential operator. Choose d=max {degDi}. Then 

lim E (Di)a.EBIs,, si (x' ~(A) ,  A) 
A-'A0 i 

(7.1) 
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equals 

lim E (DNL))AESIB. 1 (x, IN-z(A) ~ A) ~i(A), siAL 
A--'A0 i 

The function whose value at siA is 

IN_d(A) 0CBIB,(S i, A) q~i(A) 

certainly belongs to ~/(Mo). If N is sufficiently large 

EBj~. I(x, ls_a(A) OCBIB,(S i, A) Oi(A), s i A) 

is regular at A=Ao. This means that the function (7.1) belongs to M(G_, r), or more 

precisely, to Mo(,,A~,d(G , r). 

As a particular case, we have 

LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that O(A) is an analytic function from a~.c to Mo. Then if 
D=DA is a differential operator (with respect to A) on a~,c, and B E ~(Mo), the 
function 

q~(x)= lira DA Ea(x,~P(A),A), xEG_, (7.2) 
A-*A, 

belongs to M(G_, r). 

Proof. The function 9(x) equals 

lim DAC~woEnlB, s(x, aP(A),A))" 
A ~ A  o 

The lemma follows from the discussion above. Q.E.D. 

The function tp(x) defined by (7.2) is the restriction to G_ of a ,'Z-finite, r-spherical 

function on G. Let M(G, r) be the space spanned by functions on G of this form. 

Lemma 7.1 tells us that by restricting functions in M(G, r) to G_ we obtain an 

embedding of M(G, r) into M(G_, r). We can define 

,;go, a(G, r) = a(G,  r) n s~o. d(G , r). 

One would expect M(G_, z) to be the space of all ~-finite, ~--spherical functions defined 

in a neighborhood of infinity in G, while M(G, t) ought to be the subspace of such 
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functions whose domains extend to all of G. However, we will not investigate this 

question here. 

There is the third space, Mcusp(G, r), which we introduced in w 2. 

LEMMA 7.2. Any  funct ion  q~ E Mcusp(G, r ) i s  a sum o f  funct ions  o f  the f o r m  

EB(x, cD, A), B E ~ ( M o ) ,  ~EMo,  AEct~,c. 

Proof. The lemma is essentially Harish-Chandra's subquotient theorem. We can 

assume, as in w 3, that Vr=Hom (Vl, V2) for irreducible representations (rt, V0 and 

(r2, V2) of K. We can also assume that 

~o(x) = s~zt(x) st, 

for an irreducible square integrable representation (~, U~) of G/AG, and maps 

s l E H o m x ( V t ,  U~) and s $ E H o m x ( U ~ ,  Vz). Then ~ is equivalent to a subquotient of 

In(o,A), for some B, o and A. More precisely, if 8=Lie(G),  there is a (8,K) isomor- 

phism A from the (g, K) module associated to ~ and a subquotient of the (8, K) module 

associated to In(o, A). It follows that if k E K and X E 8, 

s~t(k):r(X)  sl = ~2~ "nt~ A," k) IB(o ,A ,X)  As  I 

= Z~IB(o, A, k) IB(o, A, X) ~'1' 

for elements ~lEHOmK(Vi,)t~/~(O)) and ZSEHomx(X*B(o), V2). By taking exponen- 

tials we obtain 

q~(x) = s~:r(x) st 

= Z~.IB(o, A,x) Yl. 

In the notation of w 3 we have X,=Ws, and *- * X2-Ws~, for unique elements 

S 1E HomMo (V t, Uo) and S~'E Homu0(U o, V2). It follows from (3.3) that 

if �9 E M0 is defined by 

q)(x) = EB(x, ~ ,  A), 

�9 ( m ) = S ~ o ( m ) S l ,  m E M o .  

Thus, Mcusp(G, r) is a subspace of M(G, r). We have inclusions 

Q.E.D. 

Mcusp( G, 7:) c M( G , 7:) ,-- M( G_, ~). 
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If M E &ffMo) we can of course define the spaces J ( M ,  r) and ,~(M_, r). They each 

consist of gM-finite, r~t-spherical functions on M. We can define the Eisenstein 

integral of any q0 E M(M, r) by the familiar formula 

3.) = f r(k)-lg~,(kx) e~+o~)~HP~))dk, Ep x, q0, 
3K M\K 

for PE~9(M), x E G  and 2Ea~ ,c .  Suppose that M. is a Levi subgroup which is 

contained in M, and that R E ~gM(M.). Then P(R) E ~(M.) .  The Eisenstein integral has 

the transitivity property 

Ee(ER(qg, 3'.), 2) = Ee~n)(x, q~, 2. +2), 

for ~0 E M(M., r), 3,. E ct~.. c and 3, ~ ct~,c. If we let M.=Mo, and look back at the last 

lemma (with G replaced by M) we see that the definition of Eisenstein integral is 

consistent with the definition for the subspace Mcusp(M, r) of M(M, r). The integral 

formula, however, will not extend to functions q~ E M(M_, r). Nevertheless, a theorem 

of Casselman, which we will discuss later, gives another method of extending the 

definition to functions M(M_, r). It will be crucial to us. 

LEMMA 7.3. Suppose that cp is a function in ,~cusp(M, r) which equals ER(~,  A), 

for  some R E ~ ( M o ) ,  dPEMo and AEct~.c. Then i ra  is a point in a~ ,c  in general 

position and P, P' E ~(M), we have 

J't,,ip(2) q9 =ER(J'e,~R)Ip~R)(A+3' ) alp, A), t = l, r. 

Proof. In the notation of the proof of Lemma 7.2 (but with G replaced by M), we 

can assume that 

q~(m) = ql~. IR(o ' A,  m) Wst, m E M. 

Now IR(o, A) is of course a representation of M. By the transitivity of induction, 

le(IR(o, A), 3') = le~m(o, A+3,) 

for any PE~9(M) and 3,Ect~.c. Moreover, for the intertwining operators between 

induced representations, described in w 3, we have 

J e,le( I R( o , A), 3,) = J e,~R)leO~) ( o , A +3,). 

This is an immediate consequence of the integral formula for the intertwining opera- 

tors. The lemma follows from formulas (3.1) and (3.2). Q.E.D. 
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Chapter II 

w 1. A function of bounded support 

We are now ready to begin the discussion which will eventually culminate in the Paley- 

Wiener theorem. The main problem will be to prove surjectivity of the Fourier 

transform. By means of a kind of inverse Fourier transform we will have to produce a 

smooth function of compact support. In this section we will verify the compactness of 

support. The proof of smoothness will have to wait until Chapter III. (The natural 

domain of the function obtained in this section will be G_. The task of Chapter IlI will 

be to show that the function has a smooth extension to G. The support in G_ will 

actually only be bounded, in the sense that its closure in G is compact.) 

Suppose that B E ~(Mo). We shall say that a point XB E ct~ is sufficiently regular in 
-a~(B) if for each a EAs the number -(a,XB) is sufficiently large. Recall that the 

function ra(x, c~, A), introduced in I, w 5, is meromorphic in A. By Lemma 1.5.3 it has 

only a finite set of singular hyperplanes, independent of x and q), which meet any 

translate of -ab*(B). It follows that rB(x, c~, A) is analytic for all A such that Re(A) is 

sufficiently regular in -a~(B). Suppose that 

FB: a ~ , c - - , ~  

is an entire function which is rapidly decreasing on vertical cylinders. By this we mean 

that for every pair of positive integers A and n, 

sup (IIFB(A)II (1 +IIAII)") < oo. 
(A E a~. c: IIRe (A)II <~A) 

Let XB be a point in a~ at which rs(x, dp, A) is analytic. Then the function is analytic on 

Xn+i~, and for any xEG_ the integral 

fx B rB(x, FB(A), A) dA 
+icl~ 

converges, by Lemma 1.5.3. It follows from this lemma and Cauchy's theorem that as 

long as XB is sufficiently regular in -a~(B), the integral is independent of XB. 

Now suppose that 

F = {FB(A): B E e(Mo)} 
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is a collection of entire functions from ct~,c to M-o indexed by ~(Mo). Assume that each 

function is rapidly decreasing on vertical cylinders. Define 

F~(x)= B~Z~Mo) I~(Mo)l-' fx ~+ia~ rB(x, Fn(A),A)dA, xEG_, 

where for each B, XB is a point in a~ which is sufficiently regular in -a~(B). (We let 

1~9(Mo)l denote the number of elements in the set ~(Mo).) Then F"  is a smooth r- 

spherical function from G_ to V~. It is independent of the points {XB}. 

If N is a positive number, let G(N) denote the subset of G consisting of all points 

kl" exp H.  k2, kl, k2 (~ K, H E ao, 

for which ]IHII<~N. 

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that F={FB(A):BE~(Mo)} is a collection of  entire 
functions from aff, c to Mo. Assume that there exists an N such that 

IIFIIN,~ = sup (IIFB(A)II e-Nl*r ~) 
(Aea~.c, Be ~(Mo)} 

is finite for every integer n. Then the support of  the function F v is contained in G(N). 

Proof. Fix BE3~(Mo). Let H be any point in ao(B) such that IIHII>N. Since 

G_=K.Ao(B).K, the theorem will be proved if we can show that the function 

fx B rn(ex p H, FB(A), A) dA (1.1) 
+ia~ 

vanishes. Here XB can be any point in a~[ which is sufficiently regular in -a~(B). By 

Lemma 1.5.3 there are constants Co and no such that the norm in V~ of the expression 

(1.1) is bounded by 

e (x"-oS)(n)" ( (1 + IIm[I) "~ IIFn(m)ll dm. C O 
Jx s+ia~ 

This expression is in turn bounded by 

IIFIIN,, e(X"-e")(m e/VllX"ll" (.+ia~Jx (1 + Ilmll) "~ dA, C0 
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for any n. These inequalities are true uniformly for all points XB sufficiently regular in 

-a~(B). We can choose n such that 

xr (1 + [IAII) "~ dA 

is bounded independently of  Xa. Now, if ao were identified with its dual space a8 by 

means of the inner product ( , )  we could always choose XB to be a large negative 

multiple of H. Then we would have 

XB(/-/3 = -IIXBII" IIHII. 

By taking this negative multiple to be large enough we could ensure both that XB is 

sufficiently regular and that the norm is as large as we want. It follows that the norm of 

(1. l) is bounded by a constant multiple of 

ellXBIl(g-II~l). 

Since ]]H]I>N, and IIX l] can be made arbitrarily large, the expression (1.1) van- 

ishes. Q.E.D. 

w 2. The residue scheme 

The function F"(x) is a sum of integrals over contours Xn+ia~. Our aim is to deform 

these contours to new contours, eB+ict~, where eB is a point in ai~ which is very close 

to the origin. In this section, we shall set up a formal procedure for doing this. We will 

obtain residues of the functions rB(x, F(A), A), new functions which could reasonably 

be called Eisenstein systems, in analogy with Chapter 7 of [11 b]. The procedure we 

follow does bear some formal resemblance to that of Langlands. However, ours is 

much the easier, for here there are few of the serious analytic difficulties that arise in 

the theory of Eisenstein series. Moreover, we will eventually be able to appeal to 

Harish-Chandra's spectral decomposition of LE(G, 7;), whereas the main purpose of 

Chapter 7 of Langlands' treatise is to establish the spectral decomposition of the 

underlying Hilbert space. 

Let  us call a subspace b of ai~ a root subspace if it is of the form a~  for some Levi 

subgroup ME Z(M0). Then the root subspaces of ai~ are precisely those subspaces 

which are intersections of  hyperplanes of  the form {A E a~: (a, A) =0}, for a root a of  

(G, Ao). If b is a root subspace, we shall write b • for the orthogonal complement, with 

respect to ( , ) ,  of b in 4 .  As always, we shall write bc and b~ for the complexifications 
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of lb and b • We shall also write cham(b) for the set of chambers in b; these are the 

connected components of the complement in b of the hyperplanes {AE b: (a, A)=0}, 

where now a is a root of (G, Ao) which is not orthogonal to 19. (Let us denote the set of 

such roots by X~(G, Ao).) For each pair (b, c), c E cham (b), there is a unique parabolic 

subgroup P E ~'(Mo) such that b=a~e and c=a*e(P). 

We will be defining meromorphic functions on the spaces bc with possible poles 

along hyperplanes (a, A)=0, a being a root which lies in X~(G, Ao). This will prevent us 

from integrating over the imaginary spaces ib. We are therefore forced to fix, for each 

root subspace b, a finite nonempty set ~(b) of points in b. We assume that each point in 

~g(b) is very close to the origin in b, but does not lie on any of the hyperplanes (a, A)--0. 

Assume also that each chamber in b contains an equal number of points in ~(b). 

Finally, suppose that the sets are such that if b' =sb for some s E W0, then ~(b')=s~(b). 

For a typical example, take ~g(a~ to be the orbit under Wo of a regular point in ai~ of 

very small norm. We could then define ~(b) in the following way. Given a chamber c in 

b, let co be a chamber in ai~ whose closure contains c. Let ec be the projection onto b of 

the unique point in ~g(a~ N Co. It belongs to c and does not depend on Co. Take ~(b) to 

be the set of points {ec: c E cham(b)}. This example would almost suffice. We have 

taken a more general definition of the sets {~(b)} only to accommodate a later 

induction argument. 

In addition to the sets {~(b)}, our procedure will depend on a group B in ~9(M0) 

and a point X=XB in ai~. We do not yet need to take X to be a sufficiently regular point 

in -ao*(B), as in w 1. We will insist, however, that it be in sufficiently general position in 

b, in a sense to be made precise presently. For every root subspace b we are going to 

define a finite collection ~B(b,X) of triplets T=(~r, Xr, rr). We shall first describe the 

triplets and then give their definition. The first component of T will be an affine 

subspace 

d r  = A t+b ,  

of 4 ,  the translate of b by a point Ar  in b • The second component will be a point Xr  

in 92r. The third component will be a function 

rr = rr(x, ~ ,  A) 

with values in V~. The variable x belongs to G_, A belongs to 92r, c = A r + b c ,  and 

belongs to Hum (S(b~), M0), the space of linear maps from the symmetric algebra on b~ 

to .do. This vector space is infinite dimensional. However, let Sd(b~) be the space of 
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symmetric tensors of degree at most d. We will be able to choose d, independent of x 

and A, so that rr(x, dp, A) depends only on the projection of r onto the finite dimen- 

sional space Hom (Sa(b~), M0). The function will be linear in r and meromorphic in A. 

Its singularities will lie along hyperplanes of the form 

{A E 9.IT: (a, A) = r}, a E Z~(G, A0), r E R. 

As a function of x, rz(x, ~ ,  A) will belong to M(G_, z). 

Our definition will be one of decreasing induction on dim lb. We take fB(o~, At) to 

consist of the one triplet, 

(a~,X, rB(x,~,A)), xEG_, ~EMo,  AEct~,c. 

In general, let us write fiB(k, X) for the union over all spaces b of dimension k of  the 

sets fB(b,X). Assume inductively that fiB(k+ 1,X) has been defined, and that each 

function 

rrt(X, dPl,AO, Ti E fB(k+ I,X), 

has the properties described above. Then fa(k, X) is defined to be the disjoint union 

over all root spaces bl of dimension k+ 1, over all triplets TIE fB(bi ,X) and over all 

points e in *(b~) of certain sets. The set indexed by bt, Tt and e will be the collection of 

all triplets T=(gAr, Xr, rr), in which 92r ranges over the singular hyperplanes of 

rr,(X,~Pj,At), Ai E hi.c, 

which meet the line segment joining Xr, and Arl+e, X r is the intersection of ~ r  with 

this line segment, and rr is the residue of-[~(bl)l- lrr t  along ~ r  at Xr. More precisely, 

suppose the singular hyperplane 9At equals A t+b ,  for a root subspace b of dimension 

k. Let v be the real unit vector in bt, orthogonal to b, whose inner product with the 

vector Ar +e -Xr t  is positive. It defines a basis of the one dimensional complex vector 
.1. s space bc/bl, c, and allows us to identify any vector * in Horn (S(b~), M0) with a formal 

power series in one variable, 

o~ 

E ~n Zn, 
n = 0  
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with coefficients ~n in Hom(S(b~c),  ~t0). If A is a point in general position in 91r, c, 

rz(x, ~ ,  A) is defined to equal 

2f -I~(bl)l -I (2xi) -l z~rr,(X, ~ ,  A+vz) dz, (2.1) 
n=0  J F  

where F is a small positively oriented circle about the origin in the complex plane. It is 

clear that the series is actually finite. It is also clear that the new functions rz(x, ~ ,  A) 

possess the properties described above. 

The points in each set ~(b) were assumed to be regular, and very close to the 

origin. In view of the nature Of their singularities, the functions 

rT(x, ~ ,  A), TEffB(b,X), 

are all regular at each point in ~(b). Notice that a small perturbation of  X will induce 

corresponding small perturbations in each of the points Xr. The precise property that 

we will require of the general position of X is that each of the functions rr(x, ~ ,  A) be 

regular at A=Xr,  and that all the singular hyperplanes which meet the line segments 

joining Xr  and At+e ,  e E ~(b), do so at distinct points. 

For any TE ffB(b,X) there is an integer d such that the function 

rr(~,A):x---~rr(x,c~,A), xEG_,  

belongs to ~or r). Notice also that 

rr(xa, ~ ,  A) = rr(x, ~ ,  A) a A, (2.2) 

for any a in Ac, the split component of the center of G. We can give estimates for these 

functions. With the aid of the positive definite form ( ,) ,  we can define the norm, II,t, ll a, 
of the projection of any vector q~ E Hom (S(b~), ~o) onto Hom (Sd(b~), ~t0). Then we 

have 

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that C is a compact subset o f  G_, and C* is a compact 

subset o f  ~r.  Then we can f ind a polynomial i(A), which is a product o f  linear factors 

( a , A ) - r ,  aE~.b(G, Ao), rER,  

and constants c and n, such that 

Ill(A) rr(x, r A)[I ~< c(1 +IIAII) n. II,I, IId, 

for all �9 E Hom (S(b~), ~to), x E C and A E C* +ib. 
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Proof. The lemma is a consequence of Lemma 1.5.3, the remark following Corol- 

lary 1.6.3, and the inductive definition of rr(x, ep, A). Q.E.D. 

w 3. The functions F~ 

The notion of residue we have adopted was copied from [11 b]. At first glance it might 

seem odd, but it is designed to accommodate the residues of functions rs(x, Fs(A), A) 

where, as in w 1, 

FB: ct~, c---> ~r 

is an entire function which is rapidly decreasing on vertical cylinders. Given 

T E ~-8(b, X) and A E 9AT, c, we can expand the analytic function 

r/-+ FB(r] +A), r/E b~, 

on b~ as a Taylor series about r/=0. This results in a vector in Hom (S(b~), M0), which 

we denote by (drFB)(A), or simply by dFs(A). Suppose that as in the inductive 

definition of w 2, T is obtained from a singular hyperplane of the function rr,(x, ~l, Aj) 

which meets the line segment joining Xrl and Ar+e. Then if ~=(drFB)(A),  the 

residue (2.1) is just 

- I~ (b0 l  -I (2:r0 -I [rrl(X, (dr, F~) (A+vz), A+vz) dz. 
d r  

Any derivative of FB(A) can be estimated by the Cauchy integral formula in terms 

of FB(A) itself. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that for a given TE 8-n(b, X) and a positive 

integer N, there exists a constant cN such that 

Ill(A) rr(x, dFB(A), A)II <~ c ~ l  + IIAI[) -N, (3.1) 

for any x E C and A E C*+ib. Here C, C* and I(A) are as in Lemma 2.1. We can assume 

that I(A) vanishes only on the singular hyperplanes of r r  which meet C*. In particular, 

if T1 is as above, and eE ~(bl), the integrals 

fx rr~(X' (dr1FB) (A0' AI) dAl 
Tl+ibl 

4 -  838282 Acta Mathematica 150. Imprim~ le 30 Juin 1983 
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and 

far +~+ib, rrt(X' (dr t Fn) (A0, Ai) dAl 

both converge. Their difference, when divided by I~g(b0l, is a sum of integrals 

fx (A), A) dA, r1(x, (drFB) 
r+ib 

(3.2) 

the sum ranging over the TE ~-n(k,X) indexed as in w 2 by b~, T~ and e. 

Now suppose that 

F = {FB(A): B f~ ~(Mo)} 

is a collection of entire functions, each rapidly decreasing in vertical cylinders. For 

each B, choose a point Xn to be both suitably regular in -a~(B) as in w 1 and in general 

position as in w 2. We have defined the function 

F~(x)= I~(M~ ~ne ~M~ fx.+,.; rB(x, FB(A),A)dA, xEG_. 

In this expression, and in the subsequent residues as well, we shall move the contours 

of integration. We will be left with a profusion of integrals over contours Ar+e+ib .  

Suppose that ~ is a class of associated parabolic subgroups in ~'(Mo). Write prk (~) for 

the dimension ofAv, P being any group in ~. Let rt (~) be the set of root spaces b such 

that b = a~t p for some group P E ~. For any x E G_, define F~(x) to equal 

I~Mo)l -I ~ ~ ~ I~(b)l-' Z f rr(x, dFn(A),A)dA. 
BE ~(M o) bErt(~) TE ffa(b,X B) t6 ~g(b) Ar+e+ib 

Then F~ is a r-spherical function from G_ to V~. 

LEMMA 3.1. For any integer n, FV(x) equals the sum of  

Z F~,(x) (3.3) 
{9: prk ~ ' n }  
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and 

I~M0)l-~ ~ ~ ~', f~ rr(x, dFe(A),A)dA. (3.4) 
B {b:dimb=n} TEe, rB(b X B) Xr+ib 

(In the summations, ~ stands for classes of associated parabolic subgroups, and b 
stand for root spaces.) 

Proof. The lemma is established by decreasing induction on n. If n=dim a~, the 
first of the two given terms vanishes, while the second one, (3.4), is by definition equal 

to FV(x). Suppose then that n<dim ai~ and that the lemma holds with n replaced by 

(n+ 1). In expression (3.4) (with n replaced by (n+ 1)), decompose the integral into I~(b)[ 

equal parts, one for each point e in ~f(b). In each of these, change the contour of 

integration from Xr+ib to Ar+e§ The contribution to  (3.3) from integrals taken 
over the new contours equals 

F~(x). 
{~:prk(~)= n+l} 

The residues, terms of the form (3.2), just add up to the expression (3.4) (with the 
original n). The lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 

If we take n<dim ab, the expression (3.4) vanishes. We obtain 

C O R O L L A R Y  3.2 .  F"(x) = Z F~(x). 

It follows from (2.2), and the classical Paley-Wiener theorem applied to Ac, that 
for any ~ and x E G_, the function 

a---, F~(xa), a E A c, 

is of compact support. Define 

x) = f Ft~(xa) e-~tH~txa))da, Fo,,sp(~, 
d a  

G 

In the formula 

I~M0)l-'~ ~ I~(a~)l-' 

2 E ct* G,C" 

Z fa rr(xa, dFs(A), A) dA 
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for F[c)(xa), we can replace each contour Ar+e+iab by AT+ia~. We obtain 

F~o}(xa) = I~(MOI -I ~ ~ f̂  rr(xa, dFB(A), A) dA. 
B T r+iC~ 

It follows from the Fourier inversion formula on A~ that 

F~u~p(X, x) -- ]~g0)l- '  
B 

In particular, the function 

E rr(x' dFB(Ar +A)' Ar)" 
rr ~, x s) 

Feu~p(X): x--, FCusp(2, x), xEG_, 

belongs to at(G_, z). It is also invariant under A6. 

The notation, however, is only a promise of things to come; at the moment, 

Fcusp(2) does not extend to a smooth function on G_, so it does not belong to 

atcusp(G,  Z'). 

All the discussion so far in Chapter II can be applied to any Levi subgroup M in 

.2'(Mo). A root space, b, for M is just a root space for G which contains a~. We have 

already fixed the sets fffb) of points in b, so for R E ~ ( M 0 )  we can define the 

collection 3-R(b, X) of triplets T=(~r,  Xz, rz(m, ap, A)) exactly as in w 2, but associated 

to M. Suppose that PE  :~'(M0). Given the collection F={FB(A): BE 9~(M0)}, let 

Fp = {FR(A) = F~m(A): R E ~ ' ( M 0 )  } , 

the subset o f F  indexed only by those B E 9~(Mo) such that BcP. We can then define the 

function F~,(m) on M_ as in w 1. Similarly, we can take the subset 

{XR=Xp(m: R E 9dOt(M0)) of {XB: B E 9D(Mo)}. For each associated class ~ of parabolic 

subgroups of Me we have the functions F~, ~. We also have the functions 

Fe.cuso(2), 2 E ia~e, 

on at(M_, r). 

w 4. The theorem of Casselman 

Suppose that M is a Levi subgroup in ..~(M0). The Eisenstein integral provides a natural 

lifting of functions in at(M, r) to functions in at(G, 1:). A recent theorem of Casselman 

generalizes this lifting to one between the spaces at(M_, r) and at(G_, T). 
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Let s be a coset in Wo/W ~ and let P be a group in ~(M~. Choose any group 

BE~(Mo) which is contained in P and let R = B n M .  Then B=P(R). Let sB be the 

unique representative of s in Wo such that sB(a) is a root of (B, Ao) for every root a of 

(R, Ao). 

tion 

THEOREM 4.1 (Casselman). (i) Suppose that ~(A)E d,t(Mo) is such that the func- 

A---~ERIR,,(m,~(A),A), AEa*0,c, mEM_,  

is regular at A=Ao. Then i f2  is a point in general position in a~,c the function 

A--~Eels.sB(x,~(A),A+2), AEa~. c, xEG_,  

is also regular at A=Ao. 

(ii) I f  D=DA is any differential operator on a~,c, 

Ee, e,s(x, ~o, 2) = lim DAEBIB, ss(X, ~ ( A ) ,  A + 2 )  
A---,A o 

depends, as the notation suggests, only on the function 

tp(m) = lim DAER~ ' n(m, ~(A), A), (4.1) 
A..-*A 0 

and not on its realization in terms o f  cb(A). 

(iii) The map 

cp --* Ee, B,s(x, cp , 2) 

extends to an injective linear map from M(M_, 1:) to the space o f  meromorphic 

functions o f  2 with values in M(G_, r). 

The usual treatment of asymptotic expansions of Eisenstein integrals via recursion 

formulas ([13]) does not seem to lead to the theorem. In fact, from this point of view the 

theorem is quite surprising. Casselman actually finds a new formula for the asymptotic 

expansion of the Eisenstein integrals 

EB(a ,~ ,A+2) ,  aEAo(B), ~PEMo, 

in terms of the asymptotic expansion of ER(a, cD, A). The leading terms of his formula 

are just the analytic continuations of the Knapp-Stein intertwining integrals. The other 
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terms are obtained from more general integrals. If A is allowed to approach Ao, the 

formula for EB(a, ~(A), A+;t) makes it possible to express the function Ee, a,,(x, cp, 2) in 

terms only of the function (p(m), and not its realization (4. I). (See [2 a], [2 b].) 

Suppose that o is a finite union of WM-orbits in [~. I f2  E a~,c ,  let o~(o,2) be the 

set of orbits under W of the points v+2, where v is a point in o. It is a finite union of W- 

orbits in [)~. If q~ belongs to Mo,a(M-, r) then the function 

Ee, B,,(9,X):x--* Ee, B,,(x, cp,2), x E G _ ,  

belongs to Mo~o,~).d(G_, 1:). 

Suppose that t is an element in Wo. Retaining the notation of the theorem, we set 

Mt=tM.  Then tst -1 is a coset in Wo/W~o'. We shall show that 

E e,,B,t, _.(tg,  tX) = Ee, B,,(q~, ,~). 

For if q~ is given by (4.1), tip equals 

lim DA(tER[R, I(~(A),  A)) = lim O A EtR)tR, i ( t~(A),  tA), 
A-,A o A--)A o 

in view of (I.4.4') and (I.4.5'). (See also (I.2.1').) Now, 

SO that 

( ts t -  l)tB = tSB t -  J, 

Ee, tB, t~t_,(tcp, t~)= l im DA EtBIt B tsBt_,(t~P(A), t A + t A )  A_.,Ao 

(4.2) 

= lim DAEB[B, ,B(~(A), A+2) = Ee, B.~(cp, X), 
A--,A o 

again by (I.4.4') and 0.4.5'). This establishes (4.2). Consider the special case that t is an 

element of W0 m. Then trp=cp, tA=2, and the coset tst -~ equals ts. We have 

Ee.s,s(Cp, X) = Ee.,s.t,(cp, 2). (4.3) 

Thus, the map Ee, s, ~ does actually depend on the minimal parabolic subgroup B, and 

not just on P. 

We have agreed that M(M, z) is a subspace of M(M_, r), so Ee.s,s(q0,2) is defined 

for q~ 6 sO(M, O. In this case, the Eisenstein integral Ee(cp, 2) is also defined. They are 

related by the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.2. I f  q~EM(M, 7:) we have 

Ee(q~, 2) = E Ee, n,~(cP, 2), 
~e Wo/Wo ~ 

for any group B E ~9(Mo) with BoP. 

Proof. Let R=MnB. We can assume that 

9(m) = lim DAER(m, ~(A),A) 
A--,A o 

= I i m D A ( E E R ~ ' r ( m ' ~ ( A ) ' A ) )  " A - - , A o  \r~ w~ 

In the notation used in the discussion prior to Lemma 1.7.1 (but with G replaced by M), 

this equals 

Then 

equals 

E lim (DN/9) a ERIR, i(m,/N_a(A) ~ A) ~(A), rA). 

Ep, B,,(x, ~, 2) 
s~Wo/Wo ~ 

~ lim (DNs A Enl n s,(x, IN_a(A ) 0CBIB(r, A)q)(A), rA+2) 
A...,A ~ 

= l i m  (DNff))A(EEBIB, ssr(X, IN_d(A)~(A),A+2)), 
A--" Ao s, r 

by (1.4.6'). This is just 

lim ((DN) ̂  o /N(A) o DA) EB(x, ~ ( A ) ,  A +2)  

= lim DAEB(x, ~ ( A ) , A + 2 )  
A---,A o 

= lim D A Ep(x, ER(r A),  4) 
A---,A e 

= Ee(x, ~, 4). 

The lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
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Motivated by the lemma, we define for each r E ~t(M_, r), 

Et'(x, cp'2)= Z Ee, B,s (x'cp'2)' 
Se Wo/W~ 

for any group BE ~(Mo) with BoP.  It is independent of B. For any other group 

B 1E ~(M0), with BI~-P, will equal tB for some tE W0 M. By (4.3), 

E E 
,~ Wo/Wg ,~ Wo/Wo ~ 

A change of variable in the sum over s shows that this is just Ee(x, cp, 2). Thus, the 

Eisenstein integral can be extended to a map on ~(M_, ~'). However, if ~v E ~(M_, r), 

Ep(x, q~, 2) will in general have poles in 2, unlike the Eisenstein integral. They lie along 

hyperplanes (a,2)=c, where a is a root of (G, AM) and cEC.  

w 5. Some definitions 

In this section we shall unravel some interesting consequences of the theorem of 

Casselman. It turns out that all the maps defined in I, w 2 on ~tr r) can be 

extended to the space ~t(M_, r). Fix groups P and P' in ~9(M). The first step is to show 

that the operators 

J'eqe(g): ~tcusp(M, r)--~ ,.~cusp(M, r), t = l, r, 

can be extended to the space ~t(M_, r). 

THEOREM 5.1. (i) Suppose that ~ ( A ) E ~ ( ~ o )  and R E ~ ( M o )  are such that the 

function 

A--->ER~,t(m,~(A),A), AEa~. c, mEM_,  

is regular at A=Ao. Then if,[ is a point in general position in a~,c,  and t=! or r, the 

function 

A--~ ER~ ' l(m, J~,,tR)ft,tR)(A+2) ~(A), A), A E a~, c, m E M_, 

is also regular at A=Ao. 

(ii) I f  D=DA is any differential operator on a~.c, 

(J~,4e(2) q~) (m) = lim D A ERIR, ,(m, J~,,tmletm(A+2) ~(A), A) (5. l) 
A-,A 0 
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depends, as the notation suggests, only on the function 

qo(m) = lim DAERIR, ~(m, ~(A), A) (5.2) 
A--*A o 

and not its realization in terms o f  ~b(A). 

(iii) The map 

Cp---~ (J~p,[p(3. ) q~) (m) 

extends to an injective linear map from ~(M_, r) to the ,space o f  meromorphic 

functions o f  3. with values in ~/(M_, r). 

Proof. We shall prove the theorem first in the special case that P'=P. Define 

another group Q E .~(M) by 

Then the function 

if t = r .  

ER[R, i (m,  J~(R)IP(R)(A-{-3.) {~)(A), A )  

is the product of e -;t(HM(m)) with the value at m of 

Euls, ,(fQ(n)Ie(u)(A +2)fQ(R)IP(R)(A-I-3.) {I)(A), A +3.). (5 .3)  

Let B=P(R). There is a unique coset s in Wo/W u such that the group P,=sQ contains 

B. Then if A+3. is in general position, (5.3) equals 

8-IEPt(EBIB, sB(~(A), A+3.)) (5.4) 

by Lemma 1.4.2. Theorem II.4.1 tells us that for 3. in general position, 

Enln, sB(~(A),A+3.) is regular at A=Ao. By Lemma 1.6.1 each of the terms in the 

asymptotic expansion of 

Enfn.s8(a, ~(A),A+3.), aEAo(B), 

is regular at A=Ao. It follows from the definition of E P' that the function (5.4) is regular 

at A=Ao. This proves the first statement of the theorem in the special case under 

consideration. 

Suppose that 3.o is a linear function on aM. C. Let ~i(M_, r, 3.o) be the subspace of 
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~t(M_, r) generated by functions ~v of the form (5.2), for which the restriction of Ao to 

a M is 20. Define a map J~le(2) from ~t(M_, r, 20) to itself by setting 

] la . . . .  --,~(HM(')) J~le(2) ~ = s- E" (Ee, B,s( ~, Z)) e 

for ~p E ~I(M_, r, 20). From Theorem 11.4.1 and the definition of Ee'it follows that the 

map is well defined and injective. We would like to show that it is linear. This is not 

trivial, for although Ee, B, sOp,2) is linear in ~, the map E e~ is in general not linear. 

Suppose then that 

n 

i=1 

where for each i, 

~i(m) = lim (Di) A ERIR, l(m, t:I>i(A), A) 
A-*Ai  

is a function in M(M_, r, 20). Let M~=w,M w~ I. Then Pi E 9~(Mi). We shall show that 

for 2 in general position, the restriction of any principal exponent of Ee, n,,O p, 2) to ctM, 

equals s(20+2)-Qe ,. The case that n= l  will of course be included, so the principal 

exponents of Er, n,~(~i, 2) will also all restrict to s(20+2)-Qe ' on aM. With these proper- 

ties, the formula 

Et"(Ee, B,,(~, 2)) = ~a Ee'(Ee, B,,(~Oi , 2)) 
i=I 

will be an immediate consequence of the definition of E e'. 

Any principal exponent of Ee, B.s(q~,l)will be of the form 

/u=sB(Ai+2)--~--QB, l<-i<-n, ~EZ+(AB). 

By Lemma 1.4.1 the set oc(r,/z+•B) intersects oc(Ee.B,s(~,2)). However, according 

to the remark following Lemma 1.6.1, oc(Ee.B.s( ~, 2)) is contained in the union over j  of 

the sets or-(r, Aj+2). It follows that there are elements r/i, rb.E [)~ and tE W such that 

Iz+QB+irli = sB(Ai+ A)--~ +irli = t(Aj+ 2 +i~lj). 
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Since )- is a point in general position in crY, c, t-~sB must leave ctb pointwise fixed. 

Now suppose that Ht ECtu,. Then H~=tH=sH for a unique point HE CtM. We have 

/z(Hl) = ( t(Aj+ )- + #]j) ) (HI)--(QB+ #]i) (H 1) 

= (Ai+)-+#b) ( H ) - e p t ( n  1) 

= ()-0+)-) ( H ) - Q p , ( H  1) 

= (s()-0+)-)-Oe,) (HI). 

Therefore the restriction of/z to aM, does equal s()-0+)-)-Qe ,. It follows that J~:le()-) is a 

linear operator on sg(M_, r, )-0). It clearly extends to a linear operator on 

,~lf(M_, r) = (~M(M_, r, )'0)" 
20 

Finally, suppose that ~p is the function (5.2). We must verify the relation (5. I). By 

the discussion above, (5.1) is equivalent to the formula 

Ee'(E,,,,n,s(q~, 2)) = lim D A Eet(Enln, ss(~(A), A+)-)). (5.5) 
A---,A 0 

If a E Ao(B), Ep. o, s(a, cp, )-) equals 

E lim DA(CalB, ~(S B, A+)-) ~(A)) ( 1)" a ~sBr162 
~ z+(As) A--'Ao 

by Theorem 11.4.1 and Lemma 1.6.1. Then (5.5) follows from the fact, just proved, that 

for )- in general position the principal exponents of Ee, B. s(q~, )-) have the same restric- 

tions to aM, as the function sn(Ao+)-)-~e,. This completes the proof of the theorem 

when P' = P. 

The proof of the theorem for general P'  can be deduced from this special case. For 

suppose that P" is a third group in 9~(M) such that 

Then 

SO 

d(P", P) = d(P", P')+ d(P', P). 

d(P"(R), P(R)) = d(P"(R), P'(R)) +d(P'(R), P(R)), 

J~(R)le~m(A+2) = J~mle,r J~,(mlp<R)(A+)-) �9 
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We therefore need only consider the case that d(P', P)= I. As a bonus, we will obtain 

the usual functional equations 

J~,,IA,I) = J~,lr(;t) J~,lA;~). 

However, if d(P', P)= 1 there will be a maximal parabolic subgroup PL in ~ ( M ) ,  for a 

Levi subgroup L E .S~(M), such that 

J~,(R)Ip(R)(A+2) = J~L~R)IeL(m(A+A) 

(see 0.2.3)). Thus, we are reduced to the case that P'=P (but with G replaced by L), 

which was established above. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 5.2. I f  P, P' E ~(M) and t=l or r, J~,le0~) is a meromorphic function 

of 2 E a~,c  which for any o and d takes values in the finite dimensional space of  
endomorphisms of  Mo, d(M_, r). It is independent of the group R E ~ (Mo)  used in the 
definition. Moreover, if P" is also in ~(M), 

Proof. If Q is any group in ~(M), it follows from the proof of the theorem that for 

any ~p, 

(JtQle0,) rOle(A) q~) (m) 

equals the product of e -~(Hu(m)) with the value at m of 

s-I EP'(Ep, B.s(qg, ,~). (5.6) 

Suppose that R was replaced by rR, for some r6  W0 u. Then B, s, and P~ would all have 

to be replaced by rB, rs and rPi respectively. The expression (5.6) would have to be 

replaced by 

s-lr-l Ere'(Ee.,s.r,(qo, 2)). 

By (I.4.1) and (II.4.3), this equals 

s-lEP'(Ep, B,s(qg, ~), 

which is just (5.6). Therefore JtQle(A).FO.le(2) is independent of R. The independence of 

J'e'le(2) from R follows from the arguments used to prove the theorem. The functional 
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equations and all the other statements of the corollary follow also from the proof of the 

theorem. Q.E.D. 

For any o and d we can take the determinant of the restriction of J~,,le(4) to 

~o,a(M-, r). It is a meromorphic complex valued function of 4. In view of the 

injectivity assertion in the theorem, the determinant will not vanish identically. Thus, 

the inverse, J~,le(4) -! is defined; as with J~,,le(4), we regard it as a meromorphic function 

which for any o and d takes values in the finite dimensional space of endomorphisms of 

~o,a(M-, r). We can proceed merrily to define all the funcitons of I, w 2: 

ce,le(s, 4) = sY_,e,re(4) J~-,p,le(4), 

COp, lP( S, 4) = C pllp( S, 4 ) C piP(1, 4 )-I = SjIpls_,p (4 )-I j~_tp, ip(4 ), 

~ 4) = ce,re,(1, s4) -1 ce, le(s, 4) = sJl_,v,lv(4) fe l f , e  (4) -I, 

and 

,,Up(4) ~- J / p ip (4 ) -  I j Ip[~(4)-  | = Jrp[15(4 )- I J~[p(4 )-l. 

Here s is an element in W(ct M, aM1); ce~lr(s, 2), c~ 4) and ~ 2) all map M(M_, r) 

to M((M0-, r), while ge(2) maps M(M-, r) to itself. In each case, if q0 is of the form 

(5.2), the value of the operator at q0 can be expressed by a formula akin to (5.1). The 

only such formula we will need is for the operator/ze(4). 

LEMMA 5.3. Suppose, as in Theorem 5.1, that EslR, l(m, ~(A), A) is regular at 

A=Ao and that 

q~(m)= lim DAER~,I(m, CP(A),A), m E M  . 
A--.*A 0 

Then ira is a point in general position in a~,c,  and PE ~(M), the function 

A---~ Esls, i(m,/zetm(A+4)/zR(A) -I O(A), A) 

is also regular at A=Ao, and 

(/ze(4) ~) (m) = lim D A ERIR. i(m,/zecm(A+2)/zR(A)-i ~(A), A). 
A ~ A  o 
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Proof. By Lemma 1,2.1 we have 

/~e(m(A+A)/~R(A) -I = kt,n(mle(m(A+2) 

= .Fp(mlp(m(A+~.)-ljrp(R)lP(R)(A+,~.)-l. 

Our lemma then follows from Theorem 5.1 and the definition of/Xe(2). Q.E.D. 

We should point out that the restriction to ,-~cusp(M, z') of any of the operators 

defined in this section equals the corresponding operator defined in I, w 2. This follows 

from Lemma 1.7.3. All the functional equations of I, w 2 hold for these more general 

operators. As functions of 2, their poles all lie along hyperplanes (a, 2)=c,  where a is a 

root of (G, AM) and c E C. 

w 6. Application to the residues 

We want to use the theorem of Casselman to compare the functions rr(x, ~ ,  A) with 

analogous functions on Levi subgroups. Fix a Levi subgroup M in &~ a coset 

sE Wo/W ~ and a group PE  3~(M). Fix also a group BE~9(Mo), BoP .  Then the group 

R =B fl M belongs to ~'t(Mo) and B=P(R). 

Suppose that b is a root subspace of ct~ such that b I =s~ I b contains ct~. Let X be a 

point in general position in ct~. Then X I =s~mX will also be a point in general position in 

r We are going to construct a bijection between ~rB(b,X) and 3-R(OI,X0. Suppose 

that FB is an analytic function from a~. c to ~0. To make the notation simpler, we will 

assume that 

Fn(sa A) = OCBIB(SB, A) FB(A), A E a~.c. 

LEMMA 6.1. There is a bijection 

T---~ T~, TE ffB(b,X), 

from ~rB(b,X) onto 3-R(bI,Xi) such that 

(i) ~r=S~ I ~r  

(ii) Xr, = s~l Xr 

(iii) Ee.n,s~p(2 ) rr,(~l, A0, 2) = rr(~, sB(A m +2)), 

where A I E ~r,, 2 E at ,  c, and for any Fn(A) as abooe, 

= (drFn) (sn(A! +2)) 
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and 

(~1 ~" (dr, FB) (A1 +A). 

Remarks. (1) The third equation is of course an equality between meromorphic 

functions in A~ and 2. 

(2) Since sB(a) is positive for each root a of (R, Ao), there is no singular hyperplane 

of either OCBIB(S n, A) or ~ B, A)- ~ which contains a~, c. In other words, if we first 

fix Ai and then fix a point ) .Ea~ ,c  in general position, OCBIB(SB, AI+2) and 

0CBIB(SB, AI +A)-1 will both be defined. It follows that given a positive integer d and any 
vector �9 E Horn (S(b~), M0), we will be able to choose a function FB as above such that 

and (dTFa)(sB(Al+2)) both have the same projections onto Hom(Sd(b~),Mo). 
On the other hand, if it is ~lEHom(S(biL, c), M 0) that we are given, we can choose 

F B as above so that ~l  and (drjFB)(Al+2) both have the same projections 

onto Hom(Sd(b~c),M0). In particular, ~ ' ~ 1  defines an isomorphism between 

Hom(Sd(b~),M o) and Hom(Sd(b~.c),Mo). There is a d such that the functions in (iii) 

above depend only on the projections of * and * l  onto these respective spaces. It 

follows that the map T-~TI is uniquely defined by the conditions of the lemma. 

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Suppose that T~ E ~rR(Ib 1, X0. Fix A l E 9.1r~ and ~. E ct~. c. As 

always, we assume that these points are in sufficiently general position. It follows from 

the inductive definition of ffR(b~, X~) that there is a nested sequence of root subspaces 

bl c b2 c . . . =  b~+l =ct~, 

and for each i a triple Ti E fiR(b/, Xt) such that rr(~l ,  A1) is obtained from the function 

rR(Fn(A+A), A) = ERIR. 1 OR(A) FB(A +2), A) 

by successive residues along the hyperplanes 9.1ri. More precisely, for each i, l<.i<.r, 
there is a unit vector v~ E br_i+ 2, orthogonal to b,_i+ 1, Such that if 

Au=AI+ulvR+...+UrVr, U=(Ul . . . . .  ur)EC ~, 

then 

rrt(m, ~1, A0, m E M_, 
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equals the product of 

with 

I~(D2)[ -~ ... I~(b~+~)l-l(2~i) -r 

cP(m)=fr...fr, rR(m, FB(Au+2),Au)dul...dur 

Here l" 1 . . . . .  Fr are small positively oiiented circles about the origin in the complex 

plane such that for each i the radius of Fi is much smaller than that of Fi+l. We shall 

find a formula for Ee.B.s(uR(2) rr,(~ 1, AI), 2). 

Let 

Iv(A), AE a~,c, 

be the product, over the roots fl of (R, Ao), of the factors (fl, A-A1)  N. For every 

positive integer N there is a differential operator DN on a~,c such that 

limDN(IN(A)f(A))=fr frf(Au)dul...dur, 
r " ~  

A ' * A t  I 

for every meromorphic function on a~[.c such that /v(A)f(A)  is regular at A=AI.  (For 
(h i+ l )  (nr+l)  example, if cu I ... cu, is the lowest term in/v(Au) relative to the lexicographic 

order on the monomials in (u~ .. . . .  ur), we could take DN to be the differential operator 

which in the co-ordinates (ul . . . . .  ur) is 

c-'(2r ! ... (n)!) - '  (_0_3 '~, . . .  ( c3 "~,.'~ 
\au,] \au,/ / 

We will take N so large that 

Iv(A) rR(m, Fs(A+2), A) 

is regular at A=AI.  Then 

~ ( m )  = 

where 

lim (DN) A ER~ ' i(rn, r  A), 
A--*A I 

r  =/V(A)/~R(A) FB(A+).). 
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By Lemma 5.3, (/ze0.) r (m) equals 

where 

Therefore 

equals 

lim (DN)AERIR, l(rn, ~'(A), A), 
A--~A I 

�9 '(A) = ktB(A+~.)/zR(A)-1 r  

= lu(A)/zn(A+2) Fn(A+;t). 

Ee, n. ,(x, /~e(;t) q~, ;t) 

lim ( D N )  A EBIB, ss(X, dp'(A), A + 2 )  
A--~A! 

= fr,"" fr EBIB'sn(X'I~B(Au+A)FB(Au+~)'Au+J')duI'"dur" 
1 

Ee, s,,(x,/ze(;t) rr,(~ t , A 0, 2) 

. . .  (2~i) - '  = [~(sn b2)l-' ... (2~i) -~ 

fr,"" frt rn(x' Fn(sn(Au+ A))' sn(A~+2)) dut "" dur" 

This function is obtained from successive residues along the hyperplanes 

sn 9Ar~ = s n Ari+Sn hi. 

5 -  838282 Acta Mathematica 150. Imprimg le 30 Juin 1983 

with 

equals the product of 

Therefore 

By (I.4.6'), the integrand here equals 

End, i(x, ~ A.+2)/zn(A.+2) Fn(Au +2), sn(Au+2)) 

= EBlo, i(x,/zn(A. +it) FB(sB(Au+2)), sB(A,+2)) 

= rn(x, Fn(sn(A ~ +)t)), ss(A .+~.)). 
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From the injectivity of the maps/~e(2) and Ee, B,s(., 2), we know that it does not vanish. 

It follows from the inductive definition of 3"B(b,X) that there is a triple TE 3-B(b,X) 

such that 

~ T  ''~ SB ~ T I ,  

X T = s B X T  I , 

and 

rr(~,  sB(A , +2)) = Ee, n,s(IZe(g) rr,(~ I, A,), 2). 

On the other hand, suppose that T is any triple in 3B(b,X). We can follow the 

argument backwards to produce a Ti E3"R(b~,XI). This gives us the required bijec- 

tion. Q.E.D. 

w 7. Application to the functions F~ 

Suppose that F is a collection of entire functions 

FB: a~,c---* ~/o, BE~(Mo), 

each rapidly decreasing on vertical cylinders. We will assume in addition, that the 

collection has the symmetry property 

FB,(sA) = 0CB,1B(S, A) Fa(A) 

for s E Wo and B, B'E 3D(Mo). Then if P=NM is a parabolic subgroup in ~(Mo), the 

collection 

Fp = {FR(A) = FeOc)(A): R E ~ ( g o ) }  

has the same symmetry property for M. As in II, w 3, we choose for each B E ~(Mo) a 

point XB which is both suitably regular in -ag(B) and in general position. 

If M is any group in A~ we shall write W(aM) for W(aM, aM). 

THEOREM 7.1. (i) I f  P=NM is a parabolic subgroup in ~(Mo) the function 

Fe. cusp(2) is independent of any of the points {XB}. 
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(ii) For any class ~ of associated parabolic subgroups in 5~(Mo) the function F~(x) 

equals 

IP1-1 IW(ap)l-  
PE ~ e+ia~ 

where tp is any point in the chamber a~,(P) of sufficiently small norm. In particular, 
F~(x) is also independent of the points {XB}. 

Proof. Assume by induction on dim G that the theorem holds if G is replaced by 

any proper Levi subgroup. If P=NM is a parabolic subgroup in ~(Mo), Fe, cusp(A) is 

defined in terms of the collection {Fe} associated to M. Then if P*-G, the function 

Fe, c, sp(A) is independent of the points {XB}. Now Fe, cusp(;t)equals the sum over 

{BE ~(Mo):BcP} of the product of [~(M0)l  - l  with 

X rr(dFn(Ar+A), At). (7.1) 
re ~B. ~a~, xs) 

If we change one of the points (An}, it will change at most one of the terms in the sum 

over B. It follows that the expression (7.1) is independent of the point An. 

Suppose that 3 a is a class of associated proper parabolic subgroups in ~'(Mo). Then 

F~(x) equals the sum over BE ~(Mo), bEr t (~ ) ,  TE ~rB(b,Xn) and rE ~(b) of 

I (Mo)l -t f^ rr (x,  dFB(A), A)dA. 
T+ib+e 

Consider a summand, indexed by B, b, T and e. The point e belongs to a chamber in b. 

There corresponds a certain group in ~, which is in turn conjugate to a unique group 

P=NM in 3 a which contains B. There is also a unique element s E Wo/W ~ such that 

s-lb=a~ and such that the point el=s-re belongs t o t h e  chamber a~g~(P). We can 

therefore write F~(x) as the sum over B E ~(Mo), {P=NM E ~: P~B}, s E Wo/M ~ and 

et E ~(ctb) N ctgt(P) of 

I (g0)l-' fA rr(x, dFa(A), A) dA. 
r~ ~rs(sa~,x n) r+S(et +ia~) 
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For each T let T1 be the unique triplet in ~Bnl~(a~, s~IXB) given by Lemma I1.6.1. 

Since Ar=s  B Ar~ we can make a change of variables in the integral over A. The integral 

becomes 

f~ rr(x, (dr Fn) (sB(Ar, +2)), sB(Ar, +2)) d2. 
l+ia~t 

By Lemma 11.6.1, this in turn equals 

f,, +i,~, Ee' ~' "(x,/ze(2) rr, ( ( dr, " F B) (Art +~,), At,), 2) d2. 

The correspondence T--->Tt is a bijection, so we may replace the sum over T by a sum 

over T~ E ffBn~(a~, s~IXB). Since the maps Ee, B, ~ and /ze(2) are linear, we will be 

confronted with an expression 

E rrt(dFn(Xr, +2), At,). (7.2) 

If a is a root of (B n M, Ao), 

(a, s~ IX B) = (sB a, XB) 

will be a large negative number. Thus, s~IXB is a suitably regular point in -ao*(BNM) in 

general position. It follows from our induction assumption that the expression (7.2) 

equals (7,1). In particular it is independent of s. The only thing which does depend on s 

is the map Ee, B, s. When we sum over s E Wo/W ~ we will obtain the map Ee, which is in 

turn independent of B. 

Up to this point, we have shown that F~(x) equals the sum over P=NM in ~ and e~ 

in ~(ct~) Iq aTCl(P) of the product of ]~9(Mo)[- i ~ with 

f E p ( X ' ~ P ( A )  r E  E rr(dFB(Ar+A)'Ar)]'A)d~" 
,+ia~ ~ Ln=e TE Enng(,',,~,X a) 

The expression inside the square brackets is just equal to 

I ~U(g0) l Fe, co,p(~-). 
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The function Ee(x,/~e(2) Fe, ~u~p(A), 2) is regular for all ;t in the tube over the elements in 

a~(P) of sufficiently small norm. Therefore, we can deform each contour e~+ia~ to 

the contour ee+ia ~. It follows that F~(x) equals the sum over P 6 ~ of the product of 

with 

and 

f,~ § Ee(x, ~ e(2 ) F e, ~u~p(2), 2) d2, 

I~(M0)l -~ I~(M0)l, (7.3) 

I ~(a~)l-11 ~(a~) n a~e)l. (7.4) 

Now the reciprocal of  (7.3) equals the number of groups in ~ which are conjugate to P. 

The reciprocal of (7.4) is just equal to the number of chambers in a~. When divided by 

the order of W(ae), this equals the number of conjugacy classes within the associated 

class ~. Therefore the product of (7.3) and (7.4) equals 

I~ -1 IW(ae)l-'. 

We have obtained the required formula for F~(x). In particular F~(x) is independent of 

the points {XB}. 

We saw in II, w 1 that the function F"(x) is also independent of {Xn}. It follows 

from Corollary 11.3.2 that 

F~(v x) =eV(x) - ~ F~.(x) 
~.  (6) 

is itself independent of the points {Xn}. Therefore 

~A ~ v  ." ", -)'(Ha(xa)) --_ Fc, cu,p(,~,x)= r{~}txa)e aa, ).Ea~, c, 
G 

is independent of {XB}. This completes the proof of part (i) of the theorem. The only 

thing remaining in part (ii) is the formula for F~c~(x)in terms of Fo,~u~p(2, x). This 

follows from the formula just quoted by Fourier inversion on the group A~. Q.E.D. 
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Chapter HI 

w 1. A review of the Plancherel formula 

The Plancherel formula for reductive groups is due, of course, to Harish-Chandra. The 

version we will use pertains to CA(G, r), the space of r-spherical Schwartz  functions 

from G to V~ (see [7c]). The results we recall here are well known, and can be 

extracted from ([7 c], [7 d], [7 e]). 

Suppose that ~ is an associated class of parabolic subgroups in ~r'(M0). Suppose 

that for each PE ~, we are given a Schwartz function Fp, cusp on ict~pwith values 

Fp,  Cusp(3'): m ~ Fp ,  cusp()],, m), 3' E ia~p, m E Alp, 

in the finite dimensional vector space z~tcusp(M e, r) of functions on Me.  Then for x E G, 

the function 

I 1-' Iw(ap)l-' ( Ep(x,/xe(3')Fe cusp(3'),3-)d3' (1.1) 
PE ~ J ia~ ' 

belongs to Cg(G, r). The closed subspace of Cs r) generated by such functions is 

denoted by cs r). Then there is a decomposition 

r) = % ( G ,  r). 

Let cg((~, r) be the space of collections 

f = (Fe. cusp: P E ft,(M0) } 

of Schwartz functions Fp.c.sp from ict~, to ~r r) with the following symmetry 

condition: if t is an element in W(ae, ae,), for groups P, P'  E ff'(Mo), then 

Fe, ' cusp(t3.) = ~ c e, le( t, 3-) Fe, cusp(3,). 

Given FE rg((~, r), let F g ( x ) b e  the function in cg~(G, r) defined by (1.1), and let 

r v(x) = rVx). 

The Plancherel formula can be taken to be the assertion that F - - . F  v is a topological 

isomorphism from cg((~, r) onto C~(G, r). 
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Suppose that f E  ~(G, r). There is a unique FE '~(r r) such that FV(x)=f(x). For 
any class ~, set 

f~(x) = F~(x). 

It is the projection of f onto <~o~(G, ~). If PE  ~7-(M0), set 

re, cusp(g) = Fe, cusp(A), g E ict~e. 

It can be recovered from f by the formula 

(re, cusp(g), ~2) = fc (f(x), Ee(x, ~2, g)) dx, (1.2) 

valid for any ~p E Mc,sp(M e, 3). The collection 

(re, cusp(g) = Fe, cusp(g): P E ~(M0) } 

can be regarded as the Fourier transform of f.  We shall usually write fcusp(g) for 

f~, c,,sp(g). Then we have 

f -- . x -)'(HG(xa)) . 4 _  
/cusp(g, x) = ] J{c)txa) e .u. 

. IA G 

Similarly, we will write Fr for the function 

Fc' cusP(A) = fAr F~c)(xa) e-~r da. 

Suppose that P E ~r'(Mo). There is another interpretation of the function re, cusp(g) �9 If 

f E  ~(G, ~), define 

fe(m) = 6e(m) m ~ f(mn) dn, m E Mp, 
J N p  

where 6e is the modular function o fP .  T h e n f ~ f p  is a continuous map from ~(G, 3) to 

~(Mp, t) (see [7 c]). On the other hand, if F E ~(r z), consider the collection 

F p  -- {FR(g) -- Fp(R)(g )" R e ~d~P(Mo) ) . 
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It is clear that F--->Fe is a continuous map from ~((~, v) to ~(Mp, r). It is not hard to 

show that i f F  is the Fourier transform off ,  then Fp is the Fourier transform offe.  That 

is, 

(F")p(m) = (Fp) " (m). (1.3) 

We shall write F~(m) for this common value. It is clear that fp. cusp(2), as defined above, 

is also equal to the function 

A A (fP)Mp, cusp(~') = ( f P ) c u s p (  ~ ' ) '  

Incidentally, there are no proper parabolic subgroups of Mo, so if B E ~(Mo) there is no 

need to include "cusp"  in the notation. We shall write 

fB(A) =fn,,usp(A), 

and 

FB(A ) = FB, cusp(A) 

for A E ia~. 
We have been a little bit compulsive with the notation. Our aim has been to make it 

mesh with the notation for the collections 

F= {FB(A):BE ~(Mo), AEct&c} 

introduced in Chapter II. 

w 2. The space PW(G, v) 

I f N  is a positive number, let ~ ( G ,  r) denote the space of smooth, z-spherical functions 

from G to V~ which are supported on the set 

= {k, .exp H.  k2: k,, ks K, n ao, 11/411 N} .  

It is a complete topological vector space with the usual seminorms. Let C~(G, r)be the 

space of all smooth, t-spherical functions from G to V, which are compactly supported. 

As a topological space it is the direct limit, as N approaches ~,  of the spaces C~(G, r). 

Our main problem is to characterize the image of C~c (G, r) under Fourier trans- 

form. For a compactly supported function the Fourier transform will be defined as a 
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collection of functions indexed only by the minimal parabolic subgroups B E ~9(Mo). 

Suppose that f E  C~(G, r). If �9 E M-o, define 

(fs(A), 0) = f6 (f(x), Es(x, 0, -A)) dx, A E a~,c. 

Then .fiB(A) is an entire function from ct~,c with values in Mo which is rapidly 

decreasing on vertical cylinders. Unfortunately, the image cannot be described very 

explicitly. The reason is that any identity between Eisenstein integrals will show up in 

the collection 

{fB(A): B E ~(Mo)}. 

Indeed, suppose that for all x E G and v E V~ a relation 

n 

E Dk(v' Esk(x' Ok' -Ak)) = 0 (2.1) 
k = l  

holds, for groups BkE ~9(M0), vectors OkE M-0, points AkE ctS, c and differential opera- 

tors Dk of constant coefficients on a~. Then it is obvious that the relation 

n 

E Ok(fsk(Ak )' Ok) = 0 
k=l 

will also hold. (In each case, Dk acts through the variable Ak.) 

Suppose that N is a positive number. Let PWN(G, r) be the space of collections 

F = {Fz(A): B E ~(Mo)} 

of entire functions Fn from a~.c to ~/o which satisfy two conditions. First, whenever a 

relation of  the form (2.1) holds, the relation 

n 

E Dk(Fnk(Ak ), Ok) = 0 
k=l 

must also hold. Secondly, for every integer n, the semi-norm 

II lN, n = sup (IIFs(A)IIe-~IR~ ~) 
{AE a~. c, BE ~M0) ) 

is finite. With these semi-norms, PWN(G, r) becomes a topological vector space. We 

define PW(G, ~) to be the direct limit, as N approaches oo, of the spaces PWN(G, r). 
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Observe that as a special case of a relation of the form (2.1) we have the functional 

equation 

EB(x, ep, -A) = EB,(x, ~ - A ) * ,  -sA) 

for any s E Wo. It implies that 

FB,(sA) = ~ A) Fn(A) (2.2) 

if F={FB(A)} belongs to PW(G, ~). In particular, all the results of Chapter II hold for 

collections F in PW(G, r). 

Suppose that for each j  in a finite indexing set J, S~ is a finite dimensional subspace 

of S(~.c) .  Suppose also that for e ach jEJ ,  we are given a group ByE ~9(Mo) and a point 

Aj~a~, c. If Fsj is an analytic function from Ct&c to Mo we shall write dsFsj(A ) for 

the projection of the vector 

dFsj(A ) E Horn (S(a~, c), M 0) 

onto the finite dimensional vector space Hom (Sj, Mo). 

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that F={FB(A):BE 3a(Mo)} is a collection in PW(G,r).  

Then the oector 

as FB (A) 
j E J  ) ~l 

belongs to the subspace 

o f  ~jCjHom (Sy, M-o). 

Proof. If v E V, and x E G, define a vector es(x, v, A) in Mo by 

(eB(x, v, A), ap) = (v, EB(x, ap, -~,)). 

Then 

e(x, v) = ~ d s e B (x, v, A) 
j E J  J J 
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is a smooth function from Gx V~ to ~)Hom(Sj, Mo). Suppose that fo is any smooth, 

compactly supported function from G to V,. Then the function 

f(x)=fgfK~:(kl)-lfo(klxk2)r(k2)-ldkldk 2 

belongs to C~(G, r). We have 

fo(eB(x, fo(x), A), 't') dX = fG(fO(X), EB(x, a', -A)) ax 

= [ (f(x), EB(x, ~P, --/k)) dx 
.IG 

for any �9 E Mo. Therefore, 

= ( fB(A) ,  (I,), 

fGe(x, fo(x))dx=j~dsjfB/Aj). 

It follows that Uj is the subspace of ~ j  Hom (Sj, Mo) spanned by 

{e(x, v):xEG, vE V~). 

Now Mo is a (finite dimensional) Hilbert space, so there is a nondegenerate pairing 

between 0)jHom(Sj, .do) and ~j(Sj| When e(x, v) is paired with the vector 

the result is 

2 D(Xo) (v, Eaj(x, dp#, -A.j)), (2.4) 
i,j 

where D(Xo) is the differential operator on a8 associated to X U. Now, suppose that 

(2.3) is an arbitrary vector in the annihilator of UI in ~j(Sj| Then (2.4) will 

vanish. It follows from the definition of PW(G, r) that 

2 D(Xo) (FBj(AJ)' ~o) = 0. 
i,j 
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In other words, the vector (2.3) annihilates 

d s F B (A). 
j E J  J J 

It follows that this latter vector belongs to Uj. The lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 

This lemma gives another interpretation of the first condition in the definition of 

PW(G,r). The condition is equivalent to demanding that for each finite set 

{(Sj, Bj, Aj):jEJ} there be an f E  C~(G, r)such that 

dsjFn,(A)=ds, f,,(A/), jEJ.  

In other words, F={FB(A)} must locally he a Fourier transform of a function in 

C~(G,~). 

The following corollary is the form of the lemma we will actually need to apply. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose for each jEJ that the point Aj belongs to (a~)~, and 

that Sj equals Sd((a~)~), the space of symmetric tensors on (a~)~ of degree at most d. 

Then for any F E PW(G, r) there is a function h E C~(G, r) such that 

e dshB/A + ) 
J 

for every point 2 E a~,c. 

Proof. G is the direct product of AG and 

G I = {x E G: HG(X) = 0}. 

It fo l lows that 

and 

Moreover, 

= 

J 

C~(G, r) = C~162 | C~(G', r) 

PW(G, r) = PW(Aa) | PW(G 1, ~). 

",=L ,,,:,,,( AA j,:  c:,o 
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Applying the lemma to G ~, and recalling the classical Paley-Wiener theorem, we see 

that 

d s F s (Aj+A), ~. E ct~, o 
j E J  J J 

is the Fourier transform (on A6) of a smooth, compactly supported function from A 6 

to the finite dimensional space Uj. The corollary follows. Q.E.D. 

Suppose that P E :~F(M0). We can certainly define the space PW(Me, r). It consists 

of  collections of functions from a$, c to Mo indexed by the groups in ~e(M0).  The next 

lemma will prepare the way for a key inductive argument. 

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that F={FB(A): B E 9~(Mo)} belongs to PW(G, r). Then the 
collection 

Fp = {FR(A ) = Fp(R)(A): R {~ ~ ( M o )  } 

It follows that 

Since FEPW(G,  r), we will have 

n 

E Dk(f~sp(Ak)' ~k) 
k = l  

Therefore Fe belongs to PW(Me, ~). 

EeCRP(x' dPk' -- Ak) = fx  r(u)- IERk(UX, aP k, -- Ak) du. 
fi M p \ K  

PI 

E Di(v, Ee~sp(x, r -Ak)) = O, xEG, vE V,. 
k = l  

= 0 = ~ Dk(FR~(Ak), ~k)" 
k = l  

Q.E.D. 

belongs to PW(Mp, r). 

Proof. Suppose that we have any identity 

~ D k ( v ,  ERa(m, ~k, -Ak)) = O, m E M e, v E V v 
k = l  

between Eisenstein integrals on Me. If ERa(', ~k, -Ak)is extended to a function on G in 

the usual way, then 
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w 3. The main theorem 

We are now ready for our main result. We shall show that the Fourier transform maps 

C~(G, 3) isomorphically onto PW(G, 3). 

LEMMA 3.1. The map 

f-'-> {/B: B e 3~(M0)}, f e  C~r O, 

is a continuous, injective map from C~(G, O, to PWN(G, ~). 

Proof. If f E  C~(G, 3) and �9 E Mo, (fB(A), ~)  is the integral over x of the inner 

product o f f (x )wi th  

g ~ B( kx) e ~- A + os)(nsca)) dk. 

The integral will vanish unless 

x=  k~.expH.k2, k~,k2EK, IIHll~<S. 

It is known that the point 

HB(kx) = HB(kkl expH) 

{sH: s E Wo}. 

Consequently 

[e-A(HB(~)) I ~< elIReAII'IIHs(~)H 

~< ellRe All "IIHll 

~< e~lRe All 

It follows that there is a continuous seminorm ][ [IN on C~(G, 0 such that 

I(A(A), r <~ IlfllN IIq'll eNltSeAll, 

for all f and ~ .  Now, for any n it is possible to choose an element z in ~f6 such that 

(1 +IIAII)" IIA(A)II ~< II(zf)~(a)ll 

lies within the convex hull of 
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for all A E a~, c. But 

f--,  IlzYllN 

is a continuous seminorm on C~(G,r), so f--~{fB} is a continuous map from 

C~N(G, r) to PW~G, r). 
If G is compact modulo Ac  the injectivity of the map follows from the classical 

Fourier inversion formula on Ao. Suppose then that G/Ac is not compact. We will 

assume by induction that the lemma holds if G is replaced by Mp, for any proper 

parabolic subgroup P of G. L e t f b e  a function in C~(G, r) such thatfB(A)=0 for every 

B and A. If P is a proper parabolic subgroup of G, we have 

(f~)~ (A) = f~R)(A) --- 0 

for any group R E ~ ( M 0 ) .  It follows from our induction assumption that the function 

fp in C~(M v, r) vanishes. In particular, 

re, cusp(2) = 0, 2 E ia~. 

From (I. 1) and (1.3) we see that if ~ is an associated class of parabolic subgroups, 

~4:{G}, the function 

f~x) = I0~I -I ~ lW(%)l-' f .Ee(x,/~e(~.)re, ~.sp(2), ~.) d:t 
PE �9 J iap 

equals zero. Therefore 

f ( x )  = = 

Applying a Fourier transform on Ac, we obtain 

fc~sp(2, x) = I f(xa) e-,~(H~4xa)) da. 
G 

As a function of x, the expression on the right has compact support modulo A~. The 

expression on the left, however, is a ~-finite, r-spherical function on G. In particular, it 

is analytic. Since G/A~ is not compact, both functions must vanish identically in x and 

2. By Fourier inversion on Ac, f(x) vanishes. This establishes injectivity. Q.E.D. 
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The next theorem is the culmination of everything. It tells us that any collection 

FEPW(G,z) can be extended to a collection in qg(~,r) so that the functions 

Fe.cusp(t,x), FV(x) and F~(x), which we defined differently for PW(G,v) and ~(~,z),  

actually coincide. 

THEOREM 3.2. For every F={FB} in PW(G,r) there is a unique function 
fE  C~(G, ~) such that 

fB(A) = FB(A), B E ~(Mo), A E ct~, c. 

It has the additional properties 

(i) re, cusp(t)=FP, cusp(k), e E ff"(M0), t E ict~te, 
(ii) f(x) = F" (x), 

(iii) f~(x)=F~(x), 

for each associated class ~. 

Proof. The uniqueness o f f  was established in the last lemma so we can concen- 

trate on its existence. If G is compact modulo A~, the theorem is an immediate 

consequence of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem. 

Suppose then that G/A6 is not compact. We will assume by induction that the 

theorem holds if G is replaced by hip, for any proper parabolic subgroup P in ff'(Mo). 

By Lemma 2.3 the collection 

Fp = {FR(A) = F~m(A): R E ~P(Mo) } 

belongs to PW(Me, r). Then F~,, the associated rM-spherical function on (Me)- de- 

fined in II, w 1, extends to a function in C~(M e, r) with the properties demanded by the 

theorem. By (i), 

Fp, c.sp(t) = (F:)c~sp(t). 

In particular, Fe, cusp(t)belongs to ,dc.sp(M e, r). Now suppose that ~ is associated 

class, ~4:{G}. We shall use the formula for F~,(x) in Theorem II.7.1. Since 

Fe, cusp(k) belongs to Mcusp(M e, r), for P E ~, the function Ep(x, Fe, c.sp(t), 4) is entire in 

4. Therefore 

Ee(x, /~e(t) Fe. c.sp(t), t )  
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is holomorphic in a neighborhood of iaT,. We can therefore change the contour in the 

integral in the formula for F~(x) from ee+iaT, to ia~,. We obtain 

I ~ l fa?E,(x,/~e(,~)Fe cusp(2),2)d2. (3.1) F~(x) = --~ [W(av) [ 

Thus F~. belongs to (s r). In particular, it extends across G_ to a smooth function 

of G. 

Suppose, given what we have shown so far, that we were able to find a function 

fE C~(G, r) such thatfs(A)=Fs(A) for each B. We will show how the other conditions 

of the lemma follow. We must first check a compatibility condition. If P is a proper 

parabolic subgroup of G we have two functions in C~(M e, r); the function F~, given by 

our induction assumption above, and the function 

fe(m ) = 6e(m ) 1/2 fu f(mn) dn. 

We must show they are the same. If R E ~u~te(M0), 

(fe)~(A) = fetm(A) = Fe(R)(A). 

However, F~, is by definition the unique function in C~(M e, r) with this property, so 

the two functions are in fact the same. Now, if P*G, 

This is property (i). It follows from (3. I) that if ~:t: {G}, f~(x) equals F~(x). Therefore if 

xEG_, 

f(x)-F"(x)= E f , ( x ) - E  F~(x) 

=fo (x)-F[c (x). (}  (}  

Applying a Fourier transform on Ac, we obtain 

x ) -  F~,sp(2, x) = ~ (f(xa)- F" (xa)) e-a(ndx'~ da. 
J a  (7 

As a function of x, the expression on the right has compact support modulo Ac. The 

expression on the left, however, is ~-finite and r-spherical, and is an analytic function 

6-838282 Acta Mathematica 150. Imprim6 le 30 Juin 1983 
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on G_. Since G/A~ is not compact, both functions must vanish identically in x and 2. 

Therefore 

fcusp(2, x) = Fcusp(2, x) 

for all x and 2. In particular, Fcusp(2) belongs to Mcusp(G, r) for each 2. By Fourier 

inversion on A~, we see also that ftc)(x)=F~c)(x)and that f(x)=FV(x). This verifies all 

the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) forf .  

However, we have not yet proved the existence off .  To proceed, recall that there 

is an integer d, independent of 2 and F, such that the function 

Fcusp(2'x)=]ff~(Mo)[-' E E rT(x'dFo(Ar+2),Ar) 
B~ ~(m 0) re  ~rs(o ~ , x s) 

depends only on the projection of the vector 

~)~(drF n) (At+2), 2 E a~, c, (3.2) 
B T 

onto the finite dimensional vector space 

SHom (Sd((a~)0, ~o). (3.3) 
B T 

It follows from Corollary 2.2 that there is an h inC~(G, r) such that for all 2 E a~,c, the 

vector 

~ ( d  r n: B) (Ar+2) 
B r 

has the same projection onto the space (3.3) as does (3.2). Therefore, Fc,,so(2, x) equals 

I~(M0)[-' x ~ rr(x, dhn(Ar+2),Ar). 
ne ~(m0) r 

From the discussion above, (with f rep laced  by h), we obtain 

h~,,sp(L x) = Fcu~o(2, x), 

and then by Fourier inversion on A 6 ,  

h{~)(x) = F~'a}(x). 
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In particular, F[o)(x) extends to a function in r~{G}(G, r ) .  Therefore the function 
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Consider the collection 

Therefore, 

(f~)~ (A) -- 0. 

fB(A) = (f~)~(A). 

F~o -- {F~,0,p, cusp(A): P E 3t-(M0) ) 

in which F~,o,p, c.sp equals Fp if P belongs to ~o, and equals 0 otherwise. The collection 

belongs to rr r); in fact it is the Fourier transform (in the sense of w 1) off~, o. That is, 

F~,o.e, cu,p(A) = (f~o)~(A), 

for each P E ~'(Mo). It follows that 

fn(A) = Fa(A) 

for each B E ~(Mo), and all A E ia~. By analytic continuation the formula is true for all 

AEct~,c. Thus, f i s  the function required by the lemma. Q.E.D. 

If we combine Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of this section with Theorem II. 1.1 we obtain 

THEOREM 3.3. The map 

f---* 0en: B E ~(Mo)}, f E  C~(G, r), 

is a topological isomorphism from C~r (G, v) onto PW(G, v). For any N, the image of  the 

space CN(G, v) is PWN(G, r). 

rv )= 

defined, a priori only for x E G_, extends to a function in re(G, r). This will be the 

required functionf. Since it has bounded support , f  belongs to C~(G, r). For any ~,  F~ 

is just the projection o f f  onto rg~,(G, r), so it equals f~. 

Let ~0= ~(Mo), and take a group BE ~0. It follows easily from (1.2) that if ~ is an 

associated class distinct from ~0, and A is a point in ia~, 
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w 4. The Hecke algebra and mult ipl iers  

It is a simple matter to reformulate our results for complex valued K-finite functions on 

G. Suppose that N is a positive number and that F is a finite set of classes of irreducible 

representations of  K. Let C~G) r be the set of smooth complex valued functions on G, 

which are supported on G(N), and whose left and right translates by K each span a 

space which under the action of K is a direct sum of representations in F. Define 

C~(G, K) to be the direct limit over N and F of the spaces C~v(G) r. It is just the space of 

K finite functions in C~(G), but it is a complete topological vector space under the 

direct limit topology. 

We shall let Rep (G) denote the set of irreducible admissible representations of G. 

Suppose that N and F are as above. If (o, Uo) belongs to Rep (Mo/Ao) and B E ~(M0), 

let ~s(a)r  be the sum, over all irreducible representations r of K which belong to an 

equivalence class in F, of the spaces ~ (o )~  defined in I, w 3. Let PWN(G)r be the 

space of collections 

F = {FB(o): B E ~9(Mo), o E Rep (Mo/Ao)} 

of entire functions 

FB(o):A--~FB(o,A), AE a~,c, 

from ail.c to ~/'s(O)r which satisfy two conditions. First, suppose that for all xE G a 

relation 

tl 

E Dk(Isk(Ok ' Ak' x) W k, t~ k) = 0 (4. I) 
k = l  

holds, for differential operators Dk of constant coefficients on ai~,c and vectors qJk, 

~k, in ~s,(Ok)r. Then the relation 

~Dk(Fsk(~ Ak) Wk, ~ k )  = 0 
k = l  

must also hold. (As in III, w 2, it is understood that Dk acts through the variable Ak.) 

Secondly, for every integer n the semi-norm 

IIFIIN,~ = sup (IIFB(o, A)Ile-~IRCAII(I+IIAI]) ~) 
{s, o, A} 
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is finite. With these semi-norms, PWN(G)r becomes a topological vector space. Define 

PW(G, I0 to be the direct limit, over N and F, of the spaces PWN(G)r. 
I f f E  C~(G, K), set 

A) = IB(o, A, f )  = fcf(x) Is(o, A, x) /B(o, dx, 

Then the collection 

f =  {fB(o, A): B E ~(M0), oE Rep (M0/Ao)} 

belongs to PW(G, K). It will be called the Fourier transform off .  

In I, w 3 we gave a dictionary between Eisenstein integrals and matrix coefficients 

of induced representations. The translation of Theorem 111.3.3 is 

THEOREM 4.1. The map 

f---,f, fE  C~(G, K), 

is a topological isomorphism from C~(G, K) onto PW(G, K). For any N and F, the 

image of C~(G) r is PWN(G) r. 

The space C~*~ (G, K) is an algebra under convolution. It is sometimes called the 

Hecke algebra, in analogy with the theory ofp-adic groups. It is clear that PW(G, K) is 

also an algebra, and that the isomorphism of the last theorem preserves the multiplica- 

tion. 

The space C~(G, K) also has the structure of a left and right module over the 

universal enveloping algebra ~ Let End~6 )(C~(G, K)) be the algebra of left and 

fight ~/(G) endomorphisms of C~(G, K). It is just the algebra of linear operators C on 

C~ (G, K) such that 

C(f  ~ g) = C(f) ~* g = f ~C(g) 

for all f, g E C~(G, K). We shall see how to explicitly exhibit a large number of such 

operators. 

We have introduced the Cartan subalgebra ~c=Or, c ~ a o . c  of Lie (G)| Set 

It is a real abelian Lie algebra, which remains invariant under the Weyl group W of 

(Lie (G)| De). Let ~(~))w be the space of compactly supported distributions on [~ 
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which are invariant under W. It is an algebra under convolution. Any yE ~(b)w has a 

Fourier-Laplace transform 

~(v), vE t~. 

It is an entire, W invariant function on fl~. There exist integers N r and n r such that the 

semi-norm 

sup (l~(v)[ e -N, IIRe ,11( 1 + I I vl I)- % (4.2) 
vEM 

is finite. Here Re (v) stands for the real part of v relative to the decomposition 

~ = b*+i~*. 

An example of a function 

#(v), yE~(~) w, vEt)~, 

is a W-invariant polynomial function on f)~. Such a function is of the form Pz, for a 

unique differential operator z in ~Z. There corresponds an operator 

f~z f ,  fEC~(G,K), 

in End~fo)(C~(G, K)). If ze belongs to Rep (G), let {v,~} be the W-orbit in f~ associated 

to the infinitesimal character of ze. Then by definition 

:r(zf) = pz(V,,) :r(f), fE C~(G, K). 

The function zfis uniquely determined by this formula. The next theorem, which is the 

second major result of this paper, is a generalization of this example. 

THEOREM 4.2. For every distribution Y in ~(~)w and every function f E  Cc(G, I0, 

there is a unique function fr in C~(G, I0 such that 

:r(fy) = ~(v,~) ~z(f) 

for any n E Rep (G). 

Proof. It is clear that fy is uniquely determined by this condition. We need only 

establish its existence. Fix fE C~(G) r. Define a collection 

F= { Fs(e, A): Be 3~(Mo), oE Rep (Mo/Ao) } 
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by setting 

Fn(o, A) = ~(vo+A)fz(o, A), AEa~,c. 

We shall show that it belongs to PWlv+lvy(G) r. 
The growth condition is easy. For any n, the semi-norm IlF[I/v+/vy,, is bounded by 

the product of (4.2) and Ilfllu,,+,/and is in particular finite. Next, suppose that for all 

x, the relation (4. I) holds. We must show that 

~_~Dk(Fsk(~ At,) Wk, Wk) = 0. 
k = l  

Now ~ is an entire function on ~)~; its Taylor series converges uniformly on compact 

subsets. Since ~ is W-invariant, its Taylor series will be a sum of W-invariant polynomi- 

al functions on t~. It follows that there is a sequence {zj}y=lof operators in g~ such that 

~(v) = ~ ]  pzj(v), v ~ t~, 
j = l  

with absolutely uniform convergence on compact subsets of ~ .  If ~r is the representa- 

tion Is(a, A), {v,~} will be the W-orbit of the point vo+A. It follows that 

Fs(o, A)= ~(v o+ A) fs(o, A) 

= ~ pzi(vo+A) Is(o, A, f) 
j= l  

= ~ In(o, A, zjf). 
j = l  

Since any Taylor series can be differentiated term by term, 

~Dk(Fnk(Ok, Ak) risk, ~k) 
k ~ l  

equals 

The expression in the brackets will vanish, by virtue of the relation (4.1). We conclude 

that F does belong to PWN+N (G) r. 
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Let  fv be the unique function in C~v+Ny(G)r whose Fourier transform is F. Any 

:r E Rep (G) will be equivalent to a subquotient of some representation IB(a, A). Then 

:r(fv) will be equivalent to the action of  the operator 

IB(o, A, fy) = ~(vo+ A) ln(o, A , f )  

on an invariant subquotient of  ~B(o). It follows that 

z(fy) = ?(vo+A) z ( f )  

= 7~(v=) zr(f). 

This proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 

In the proof of  the theorem we observed 

COROLLARY 4.3. I f  f belongs to C~(G) r, fy will belong to C~+Nv(G) r. 

The following is also clear. 

COROLLARY 4.4. Define 

Cv(f) =f~, y e  $(U)w, f e  C:(G,K). 

Then the map 

is a homomorphism from the algebra ~(b) w to the algebra End~(c)(Cc(G, K)). 
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